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Abstract
We introduce a new invariant of links in S3 which we call a contribution of
a U(1)-reducible connection to the colored Jones polynomial. This invariant is a
formal power series in h, whose coefficients are rational functions of parameters
tj assigned to the link components. The denominators of the rational functions
are the powers of the colored Alexander-Conway function. Similarly to the case
of a knot, the Jones polynomial of an algebraically connected link is determined
by the contribution of the U(1)-reducible connection. Namely, if we substitute
tj = (1+h)
αj in the formal power series and then expand the resulting expressions
in powers of h and αj through a special step-by-step procedure, then we obtain
the expansion of the colored Jones polynomial of the link in powers of h = q − 1
and colors αj . The proof of these results is based on a similarity between R-
matrix and Burau representations of the braid group.
1This work was supported by NSF Grant DMS-9704893
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The famous topological invariant of knots and links, the Alexander-Conway polynomial,
can be calculated by various means. In particular, it can be calculated by Conway’s skein
relations or by expressing it as a determinant of a matrix related to the Burau representation
of the braid group. The polynomial that comes out of these calculations is known to be
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determined by the group of the knot. Therefore the Alexander-Conway polynomial has a
clear topological interpretation.
The colored Jones polynomial of knots and links can be also calculated by either skein
relations and cabling or by taking a trace of the product of R-matrices coming from the
quantum algebra SUq(2). However, in contrast to the Alexander polynomial, the emerging
expressions do not appear to have a simple structure that would point towards their topo-
logical interpretation. Therefore some tricks are needed in order to see topology inside the
colored Jones polynomial.
P. Melvin and H. Morton [6] suggested to study the expansion of the colored Jones
polynomial Jα(K; q) of a knot K ⊂ S3 in powers of q − 1 and color α
Jα(K; q) =
∞∑
n=0
Pα;n(K) (q − 1)n. (1.1)
They proved that the coefficients Pα;n(K) can be presented as polynomials of α and they
conjectured the bound on the degree of these polynomials
Pα;n(K) ∈ Q[α], deg Pα;n(K) ≤ n/2. (1.2)
Since
qα − 1 = α (q − 1) +O((q − 1)2) as q → 1, (1.3)
then we can rewrite the series (1.1) as
Jα(K; q) = [α]
∞∑
n=0
fn(K; qα) (q − 1)n, (1.4)
where
[α] =
qα/2 − q−α/2
q1/2 − q−1/2 (1.5)
and the coefficients fn(K; t) are formal power series in t1/2 − t−1/2
fn(K; t) =
∞∑
m=0
dm;n(K) (t1/2 − t−1/2)2n. (1.6)
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(only even powers of t1/2− t−1/2 participate in this expansion, because the polynomials (1.2)
are known to contain only odd powers of α and [α] is an odd function of α).
Based on their calculations of the expansion (1.4) for torus knots, Melvin and Morton
conjectured that
f0(K; t) = 1
∆A(K; t) , (1.7)
where ∆A(K; t) is the Alexander-Conway polynomial of K. The conjectures of Melvin and
Morton were proved by D. Bar-Natan and S. Garoufalidis [1]. We showed in [8] that the
other coefficients fn(K; t) of eq.(1.4) are also related to the Alexander-Conway polynomial.
We proved that
fn(K; t) = Pn(K; t)
∆2n+1A (K; t)
, Pn(K; t) ∈ Z[t, t−1]. (1.8)
The manner in which the polynomials Pn(K; t) appear in the expansion (1.4), (1.8) suggests
that they might present a natural extension of the Alexander-Conway polynomial and there-
fore may have a direct topological interpretation. Another reason to explore the polynomials
Pn(K; t) is that the expansion
Jα(K; q) = [α]
∞∑
n=0
Pn(K; qα)
∆2n+1A (K; qα)
(q − 1)n (1.9)
is well-suited for studying p-adic properties of the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant of rational
homology spheres [4], [7].
The goal of this paper is to extend the expansion (1.9) to the links in S3. As we will see,
the Melvin-Morton expansion of the colored Jones polynomial of a link can not be directly
presented in the form (1.9). However, we will be able to define the analogs of polynomials
Pn(K; t) for links whose Alexander-Conway polynomial is not identically equal to zero. We
will do it in such a way that the link analog of the relation (1.9) will hold (in a certain way)
if the link has sufficiently many non-zero linking numbers.
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1.2 Notations, definitions and basic properties
1.2.1 Multi-index notations
For a non-negative integer A we denote x = (x1, . . . , xA) and for a positive k, x[k] =
(x1, . . . , xA−k) and x(k) = (x1, . . . , xk−1, xk+1, . . . xA). We also use the following notations
yx = (yx1, . . . , yxA), x
y = (xy1, . . . , x
y
A), xy = (x1y1, . . . , xAyA),
{f(x)} =∏Aj=1 f(xj), |x| =∑Aj=1 xj , xy =∏Aj=1 xyjj .
(1.10)
For a constant C we denote
C = (C, . . . , C). (1.11)
We assume concatenation of multi-indices
x, y = (x, y1, . . . , yA), x, y = (x1, . . . , xA, y1, . . . , yB) if y = (y1, . . . , yB). (1.12)
Also x = x means xj = x for all 1 ≤ j ≤ A.
Let f(x) be a meromorphic function of the variables x which may have singularities in
the vicinity of x = 0. [f(x)](x) denotes a result of sequential expansion of f(x) in powers of
x when we start with expanding in xL and finish with expanding in x1.
1.2.2 Linear algebra notations
Let V be a linear space with a basis fm, m ≥ 0. If an operator O acts on V , then we denote
its matrix elements as Onm so that
O(fm) =
∑
n
Onm fn. (1.13)
Suppose that V1 and V2 are two linear spaces with bases fm, m ≥ 0. Let O be an operator
which maps the tensor product V1 ⊗ V2 either into itself or into V2 ⊗ V1. We denote the
matrix elements of O as On1,n2m1,m2 so that
O(fm1 ⊗ fm2) =
∑
n1,n2
On1,n2m1,m2 fn1 ⊗ fn2. (1.14)
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If V is a linear space, then for a positive integer N we denote
V ⊗N = V ⊗ · · · ⊗ V︸ ︷︷ ︸
N times
. (1.15)
Similarly, if O is an operator acting on V , then O⊗N denotes a corresponding operator acting
on V ⊗N .
Let O be an operator acting on a tensor product of linear spaces V ⊗W . If we take a
‘partial’ trace of O over the space W , then we obtain an operator acting on V . We denote it
as TrWO. Suppose that there is a subspace U ⊂ V such that (TrW O)(U) ⊂ U . This means
that the action of TrW O on V can be restricted to U . We denote the trace of TrW O over U
simply as TrU⊗W O:
TrU⊗W O = TrU (TrW O) (1.16)
Remark 1.1 Note that this notation is a bit misleading because, generally speaking, the
action of O on U ⊗W is not well-defined. However, we hope that there will be no confusion
in the context of our calculations.
1.2.3 Topological notations
In this paper L (or L′) usually denotes an L (or L′)-component link in S3, while Lj, 1 ≤
j ≤ L (or L′j, 1 ≤ j ≤ L′) denote its components. The numbers lij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ L (or l′ij ,
1 ≤ i, j ≤ L′) are the linking numbers of L (or L′). The numbers l′′ij , denote the linking
numbers between Li ∈ L and L′j ∈ L′. We denote
lk(L; x) = 1
2
∑
1≤i<j≤L
lij xixj (1.17)
For 1 ≤ k ≤ L − 1, L[k] denotes a sublink of L which consists of components Lj ,
1 ≤ j ≤ L− k and for 1 ≤ k ≤ L, L(k) denotes the link L with the component Lk removed.
Definition 1.2 A link L is algebraically connected to another link L′ if either one of the
links is empty, or at least one of the linking numbers l′′ij is non-zero.
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Definition 1.3 A link L is called algebraically connected if it can not be presented as a
union of two links which are not algebraically connected to each other.
Definition 1.4 The indexing of the components of an algebraically connected link L is
called admissible if L[k] is algebraically connected for any 1 ≤ k ≤ L− 1.
Lemma 1.5 If L is an algebraically connected L-component link, then for any selected com-
ponent of L there exists an admissible indexing such that the selected component becomes
L1.
Proof. We leave the proof to the reader. ✷
Let B be an N -component braid. Its closure is constructed by connecting the upper ends
of its strands with the lower ends in the same order. For any link L there exists a braid
BL whose closure is L. The numbers N = (N1, . . . , NL) denote the numbers of strands of B
which belong to the link components Lj of L.
In this paper we will always assume that the strands of L appear at the bottom and top
of B in a particular order: if i < j, then the strands of Li precede the strands of Lj . If
we present a union of two links L ∪ L′ as a closure of a braid BL∪L′, then we also assume
that the strands of L precede the strands of L′. N ′ = (N1, . . . , NL′) denote the numbers of
strands in the link components of L′.
For any link L one can always find a braid BL which satisfies the ordering property. Note,
that this property of BL is completely unnecessary for the calculations that we will perform
in this paper, but it will simplify our notations.
We say that an elementary crossings of BL∪L′ is of (L,L), (L,L′), (L′,L) or (L′,L′) type
depending on whether the incoming strands belong to L or L′.
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1.2.4 Alexander-Conway polynomial
Let K be a knot in S3. ∆A(K; t) denotes its Alexander-Conway polynomial. This polynomial
satisfies the skein relation of Fig. 1 and it is normalized by the condition
∆A(K; 1) = 1. (1.18)
∆A
(
✫✪
✬✩
 
 
 ✒
❅
❅■ ; t
)
− ∆A
(
✫✪
✬✩
 
 ✒
❅
❅
❅■
; t
)
= (t1/2−t−1/2) ∆A
(
✫✪
✬✩
■ ✒
; t
)
.
Figure 1: The skein relation for the Alexander-Conway polynomial
For an oriented L-component link L ⊂ S3 we define the Alexander-Conway function
∇A(L; t), t = (t1, . . . , tL) according to the definition of [9] except that our t is equal to t2 of
Turaev. The function ∇A(L; t) is almost a polynomial:
∇A(L; t) ∈


Z[t1,t
−1
1 ]
t
1/2
1 −t
−1/2
1
if L = 1
Z[t1/2, t−1/2] if L ≥ 2.
(1.19)
It satisfies the following properties:
∇A(K; t) = ∆A(K; t)
t1/2 − t−1/2 for L being a knot K, (1.20)
∇A(Hopf link; t1, t2) = 1, (1.21)
∇A(L; t−1) = (−1)L∇A(L; t). (1.22)
If we change the orientation of a component Lj and denote the new oriented link as L′, then
∇A(L′; t) = −∇A(L; t1, . . . , t−1j , . . . , tL). (1.23)
The Alexander-Conway function satisfies the Torres formula: if L ≥ 2, then for i, 1 ≤
i ≤ L
∇A(L; t)|ti=1 =

 ∏
1≤j≤L
j 6=i
t
lij/2
j −
∏
1≤j≤L
j 6=i
t
−lij/2
j

∇A(L(i); t(i)). (1.24)
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A correction factor
ΦA(L; t) =
L∏
j=1
t
− 1
2(
∑
i: i6=j lij+1)
j (1.25)
allows us to remove the fractional powers of t from ∇A(L; t): if L ≥ 2 then
ΦA(L; t)∇A(L; t) ∈ Z[t, t−1]. (1.26)
1.2.5 Burau representation
The Alexander-Conway function of a link can be calculated with the help of Burau represen-
tation of the braid group. Let BL be an N -strand braid whose closure is a link L. Consider
a linear space CN whose basis vectors e = (e1, . . . , eN ) are associated with N positions of the
braid strands. To a positive (negative) elementary braid in positions j, j + 1 we associate
an operator ρ+[t1, t2] (ρ−[t1, t2]) acting on the vectors ej , ej+1
ρ+[t1, t2] =
(
1− t−12 t−11
1 0
)
, ρ−[t1, t2] =
(
0 1
t2 t
−1
1 t2(1− t1)
)
, (1.27)
where t1 and t2 denote the variables related to the incoming link components. Note that
ρ−1+ [t1, t2] = ρ−[t2, t1]. If we present the braid BL as a product of elementary braids and then
replace those braids with operators ρ±, then we obtain an operator BL[t] which acts on C
N .
Let Q be an operator which acts on CN as
Q(e1) = 0, Q(ej) = ej for j 6= 1. (1.28)
Then
∇A(L; t) = Φ1(BL; t) detCN (1−QBL[t])
t
1/2
1 − t−1/21
, (1.29)
where
Φ1(BL; t) = t1/21
L∏
j=1
t
1
2(−Nj+
∑L
i=1 lij)
j . (1.30)
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1.2.6 SUq(2)-modules and R-matrix
The quantum invariants in 3-dimensional topology depend on a ‘quantum deformation pa-
rameter’ q. We do not assume that q is a root of unity unless stated explicitly. We also use
a parameter
h = q − 1. (1.31)
Let X , Y and H be the generators of the quantum group SUq(2) which satisfy the
commutation relations
[H,X ] = 2X, [H, Y ] = −2Y, [X, Y ] = [H ]. (1.32)
In the last equation of (1.32) we used a standard notation
[x] =
qx/2 − q−x/2
q1/2 − q−1/2 . (1.33)
We choose a basis fm, 0 ≤ m ≤ γ − 1 of a γ-dimensional SUq(2) module Vγ in such a way
that
H fm = (γ − 2m− 1) fm, (1.34)
X fm = [m] fm−1, (1.35)
Y fm = [γ −m− 1] fm+1, (1.36)
We will also use an auxiliary operator mˆ
mˆ(fm) = mfm. (1.37)
R-matrix acts on a tensor product of two SUq(2) modules Vγ1 ⊗ Vγ2
R(fm1 ⊗ fm2) =
∑
0≤n≤max{m1,γ2−m2−1}
Rm1−n,m2+nm1,m2 fm1−n ⊗ fm2+n, (1.38)
where
Rm1−n,m2+nm1,m2 = (q
1/2 − q−1/2)n [γ2 −m2 − 1]!
[γ2 −m2 − 1− n]!
[m1]!
[m1 − n]! [n]! (1.39)
×q 14((γ1−2m1−1)(γ2−2m2−1)−n(γ1−γ2−2m1+2m2+n+1)).
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1.2.7 Colored Jones polynomial
Let L ⊂ S3 be an L-component link which is colored by positive integers α = (α1, . . . , αL).
We present L as a closure of an N -strand braid BL. We index the strands of BL according
to the order in which they appear at the bottom of the braid.
Consider a tensor product of SUq(2) modules ‘attached’ to the braid strands
VBL;α =
L⊗
j=1
V ⊗Njαj . (1.40)
We can construct an action of the braid B on VB;α if we present B as a product of positive
and negative elementary braids and replace each positive braid with the operator
Rˇ = P R, P : Vγ1 ⊗ Vγ2 → Vγ2 ⊗ Vγ1 , P (fm1 ⊗ fm2) = fm2 ⊗ fm1 (1.41)
acting on a product of SUq(2) modules assigned to the braided pair of strands, while replacing
each negative elementary braid with the inverse operator Rˇ−1. We denote the resulting
operator as
BL:VBL;α → VBL;α. (1.42)
We introduce the ‘quantum trace’ operator
Qq =
(
qH/2
)⊗N
. (1.43)
The colored Jones polynomial of L is defined as a trace over VBL;α
Jα(L; q) = q−φsl TrVBL;α QqBL. (1.44)
The factor q−φsl is necessary to correct self-linking of the components of L
φsl(L) = 1
4
L∑
j=1
ljj (α
2
j − 1), (1.45)
where ljj is the number of positive self-crossings minus the number of negative self-crossings
of the strands of B which constitute Lj .
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Being a polynomial of q1/2, q−1/2, the colored Jones polynomial of L can be expanded in
powers of h = q − 1. Melvin and Morton [6] proved that the coefficients in this expansion
are polynomials of the color variables
Jα(L; q) =
∞∑
n=0
Pα;n(L) hn, (1.46)
Pα;n(L) ∈ Q[α], degα Pα;n(L) ≤ 2n+ 1.
and the polynomials Pα;n(L) are odd functions of all variables α. We call eq. (1.46) the
Melvin-Morton expansion.
1.3 Results
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following
Main Theorem Let L be an oriented L-component link in S3, whose Alexander-Conway
function is not identically equal to zero
∇A(L; t) 6≡ 0, t = (t1, . . . , tL). (1.47)
Let L′ be an L′-component link in S3 with positive integers β = (β1, . . . , βL′) assigned to its
components. Then there exists a unique sequence of polynomial invariants
Pβ;n(L,L′; t) ∈ Z[t1/2, t−1/2, 1/2], n ≥ 0, (1.48)
such that an expansion of Pβ;n(L,L′; t) in powers of t− 1 has the form
Pβ;n(L,L′; t) =
∑
m≥0
pm;n(L,L′; β) (t− 1)m, pm;n(L,L′; β) ∈ Q[β], (1.49)
and the formal power series in h
Jˇ
(r)
β (L,L′; t; h) =


∞∑
n=0
Pβ;n(L′) hn if L = 0,
1
h
1
∇A(L; t1)
∞∑
n=0
Pβ;n(L,L′; t1)
∆2nA (L; t1)
hn if L = 1,
1
h
1
∇A(L; t)
∞∑
n=0
Pβ;n(L,L′; t)
∇2nA (L; t)
hn if L ≥ 2
(1.50)
satisfies the following properties:
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(1) If the link L is empty (that is, if L = 0), then Jˇ (r)β (∅,L′; h) is the Melvin-Morton
expansion (1.46) of Jβ(L′; q)
Jˇ
(r)
β (∅,L′; h) = Jβ(L′; q)
∣∣∣
q=1+h
in Q[β][[h]]. (1.51)
(2) For any j, 1 ≤ j ≤ L′,
Jˇ
(r)
β (L,L′; t; h)
∣∣∣
βj=1
= Jˇ
(r)
β
(j)
(L,L′(j); t; h). (1.52)
(3) Let L be a non-empty link. Suppose that for a number i, 1 ≤ i ≤ L, the link component
Li is algebraically connected to L(i) and ∇A(L(i); t(i)) 6≡ 0. Then
Jˇ
(r)
β0,β
(L(i),Li ∪ L′; t(i); h) =


∑
µ=±1
µ

 ∏
1≤j≤L
j 6=i
t
lij
j


µβ0/2
Jˇ
(r)
β (L,L′; t; h)
∣∣∣
ti=qµβ0
if L ≥ 2,
Jˇ
(r)
β (L,L′; qβ0; h) if L = 1.
(1.53)
Thus defined, the polynomials Pβ;n(L,L′; t) have additional properties:
Pβ;0(L,L′; t) =


{β} if L = 0,
L′∏
j=1
(∏L
i=1 t
lij
i
)βj/2 − (∏Li=1 tliji )−βj/2(∏L
i=1 t
lij
i
)1/2
−
(∏L
i=1 t
lij
i
)−1/2 if L ≥ 1, (1.54)
Pβ;n(L,L′; t−1) = Pβ;n(L,L′; t), (1.55)
and if we reverse the orientation of a link component Lj, then for the new oriented link L¯
Pβ;n(L¯,L′; t) = Pβ;n(L,L′; t1, . . . , t−1j , . . . , tL). (1.56)
The polynomials pm;n(L,L′; β) contain only odd powers of βj
pm;n(L,L′; β1, . . . ,−βj , . . . , βL) = −pm;n(L,L′; β), (1.57)
and their degree is bounded
deg pm,n ≤

 |m|+ 2n+ 1 if L = 1,|m|+ 4n+ 1 if L ≥ 1. (1.58)
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Finally, if we select an orientation for the components of L′, then the formal power se-
ries (1.50) can be rewritten as
Jˇ
(r)
β (L,L′; t; h) =


qφlk(L,L
′;β)
∞∑
n=0
P ′β;n(L′) hn if L = 0,
1
h
qφlk(L,L
′;β)
Φβ(L,L′; t1)
∇A(L; t1)
∞∑
n=0
P ′β;n(L,L′; t1)
∆2nA (L; t1)
hn if L = 1,
1
h
qφlk(L,L
′;β)
Φβ(L,L′; t)
∇A(L; t)
∞∑
n=0
P ′β;n(L,L′; t)
∇2nA (L; t)
hn if L ≥ 2,
(1.59)
where
φlk(L,L′; β) (1.60)
=
1
2

L+ ∑
1≤i<j≤L
lij +
∑
1≤i<j≤L′
l′ij(βi − 1)(βj − 1)−
∑
1≤i≤L
1≤j≤L′
l′′ij(βj − 1)−
L′∑
j=1
(βj − 1)


Φβ(L,L′; t) =
L∏
i=1
t
1
2
∑L′
j=1 l
′′
ij(βj−1)
i , (1.61)
and
P ′β;n(L,L′; t) ∈ Z[t, t−1] (1.62)
for any integer β.
Remark 1.6 A combination of eqs. (1.55) and (1.56) implies that if we take a link L and
reverse the orientation of all its components, then for the resulting link L¯
Pβ;n(L¯,L′; t) = Pβ;n(L,L′; t). (1.63)
The uniqueness of the polynomials (1.48) means that the formal power series (1.50) is an
invariant of a pair of (oriented and unoriented) links L,L′.
Definition 1.7 We call the expression
J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q) = qlk(L;α) Jˇ (r)β (L,L′; qα; h) (1.64)
the U(1) reducible connection contribution to the Jones polynomial, or simply the U(1)-RC
invariant.
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Corollary 1.8 Suppose that the link L is algebraically connected and that it has admissible
indexing. Let us expand the sum
∑
µj=±1
2≤j≤L
µ1=1
{
µ
}
J
(r)
µα;β(L,L′; q) (1.65)
in powers of h and α going in sequence of L steps, at (L−i+1)-st step (1 ≤ i ≤ L) expanding
in powers of αi and h by using the formulas
qai = (1 + h)αi =
∞∑
n=0
(
αi
n
)
hn, (1.66)
qαiαj = (1 + (qαj − 1))αi =
∞∑
n=0
(
αi
n
)
(qαj − 1)n for 1 ≤ j < i. (1.67)
The resulting power series coincides with the Melvin-Morton expansion of the colored Jones
polynomial Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q)
 ∑
µj=±1
2≤j≤L
µ1=1
{
µ
}
J
(r)
µα;β(L,L′; q)


(α)
= Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q) in Q[α, β][[h]]. (1.68)
Remark 1.9 Since the Alexander-Conway function ∇A(L ∪ L′; t) may have zeroes in the
vicinity of t = 1, then the order of expanding J
(r)
µα;β(L,L′; q) in powers of α is important. In
fact, the order suggested in Corollary 1.8 guarantees that no negative powers of α appear at
any stage in the expansion of the sum over µ.
Proof of Corollary 1.8. Since L is algebraically connected, then for any j, 2 ≤ j ≤ L,
the link component Lj has non-zero linking number with at least one of the components of
L[j]. Therefore we can apply Claim 3 of Main Theorem at each step of the expansion of the
sum (1.65). After we complete the expansion in powers of α, we apply Claim 2 which leads
us to the claim of Corollary 1.8. ✷
Remark 1.10 Suppose that q = e2πi/K , where K is a positive integer and the colors α
are positive integers between 1 and K − 1. Then Equations (1.58) and (1.68) lead to a
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simple proof of the so-called Symmetry Principle established by R. Kirby and P. Melvin [5],
which describes how the colored Jones polynomial of a link changes when one of the colors
is changed from αj to K − αj. We give a precise formulation and a detailed proof of the
Symmetry Principle in Appendix C.
1.4 A quick recipe for calculating U(1)-RC invariant
Our proof of Main Theorem is constructive. In Section 2 we give a detailed recipe for
calculating the U(1)-RC invariant Jˇ
(r)
β (L,L′; t; h). The presence of the link L′ makes this
calculation more involved, so here we will explain briefly how to obtain the U(1)-RC invariant
Jˇ (r)(L,∅; t; h) in case when L′ is empty.
First of all, we have to get the polynomials T
(±)
j,k (m1, m2, n), described in Theorem 2.11.
These polynomials come from expanding the following expressions
X(+)(t1, t2;m1, m2, n; q) (1.69)
= q(m1+1)m2+
1
2
n(n+1)
n∏
l=1
(
(q−m2−l − t−12 )(qm1−n+l − 1)
ql − 1
)
,
X(−)(t1, t2;m1, m2, n; q) (1.70)
= q−m1(m2+1)−
1
2
n(n+1)
n∏
l=1
(
(qm1+l − t1)(q−m2+n−l − 1)
q−l − 1
)
in powers of h = q − 1 (while keeping all other variables fixed):
X(+)(t1, t2;m1, m2, n; q) (1.71)
=
(
m1
n
)
(1− t−12 )n
n∑
j=0
(∏j−1
l=0 (n− l)
(1− t−12 )j
∞∑
k=0
T
(+)
j,k (m1, m2, n) h
j+k
)
,
X(−)(t1, t2;m1, m2, n; q) (1.72)
=
(
m2
n
)
(1− t1)n
n∑
j=0
(∏j−1
l=0 (n− l)
(1− t1)j
∞∑
k=0
T
(−)
j,k (m1, m2, n) h
j+k
)
.
We will also need the coefficients Ck,n which appear in the expansion
1
n!
(
(1 + h)−1/2 − 1)n =∑
k≥n
Ck,n h
k. (1.73)
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Suppose that an L-component link L can be constructed as a closure of an N -strand
braid BL. Let us present BL as a product of N ′ elementary braids
BL =
N ′∏
l=1
σ
(s(l))
p(l) , (1.74)
where σ
(±)
p is a positive (negative) elementary braid which twists the strands in the p-th
and (p + 1)-th positions, while p(l) and s(l) are the functions describing the positions and
signs of the elementary braids which comprise a presentation for BL. We are going to map
this presentation into an operator acting on an N -dimensional space CN with a chosen basis
e = (e1, . . . , eN). Let Rˆ
±
p [t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4], 1 ≤ p ≤ N − 1 be the matrices (2.160), (2.161)
acting on the basis elements ep, ep+1. Then we define the operator
BˆL[t; ǫ] =
N ′∏
l=1
Rˆ
s(l)
p(l)[tn1(l), tn2(l), ǫ1,l, ǫ2,l, ǫ3,l, ǫ4,l], (1.75)
where ǫ = (ǫj,l | 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, 1 ≤ l ≤ N ′) and the functions n1(l), n2(l) indicate to which link
components belong the strands which come into the l-th elementary braid σ
(s(l))
p(l) . We also
need an operator
Qˆ = diag(0, 1, . . . , 1), (1.76)
which projects out e1.
Next, we construct a formal power series in h whose coefficients are polynomials of the
variables λ and ǫ
D(λ, ǫ; h) =

 ∑
k≥0
0≤n≤k
Ck,n λ
n hk

 N ′∏
l=1
(
∞∑
j,k=0
T
(s(l))
j,k (ǫ1,l, ǫ2,l, ǫ3,l) ǫ
j
4,l h
j+k
)
. (1.77)
Now
Jˇ (r)(L,∅; t; h) = 1− t
−1
1
1− q−1 q
1
2
∑L
j=1(ljj−Nj)
L∏
j=1
t
1
2(Nj−
∑L
i=1 lij)
j (1.78)
× D(λ∂λ, ∂ǫ; h) 1
detCN (1− λQˆBˆL[t; ǫ])
∣∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
λ=1
,
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where Nj is the number of the strands of the braid BL which are part of the link component
Lj and ljj is the self-linking number of Lj defined by the closure of BL (in other words, ljj
equals the number of positive self-crossings of the strands of Lj minus the number of negative
self-crossings).
Remark 1.11 The formula (1.78) and the detailed calculations of subsections 2.2.3 – 2.2.5
may seem rather ‘unnatural’. The natural way of calculating the U(1)-RC invariant through
R-matrix formula for the colored Jones polynomial (1.44) is to use the machinery of free
field representation for SUq(2) generators and the perturbative expansion of quantum field
theory. In this paper we tried to avoid any explicit reference to these methods and stick to
simple algebra. However, we hope to explain the application of QFT methods in a future
publication dealing with the colored Jones polynomials associated to simple Lie algebras of
higher rank.
1.5 Path integral interpretation
E. Witten showed [10] that the colored Jones polynomial of a link S3 can be expressed
in terms of a path integral over SU(2) connections. For a positive integer K and an L-
component link L in a 3-manifold M consider the following path integral which goes over
connections A in the trivial SU(2) bundle over M
Zα(M,L;K) =
∫
DA e(iK/2π)SCS[A]
L∏
j=1
Trαj Pexp
(∮
Lj
Adx
)
. (1.79)
Here α = (α1, . . . , αL) are positive integers, SCS[A] is the Chern-Simons invariant of A,
Pexp
(∮
Lj
Adx
)
is a holonomy of A along Lj and Trαj is a trace in the αj-dimensional
SU(2) module. If M = S3 then, according to [10],
Jα(L; q) = Zα(S
3,L;K)
Z(S3;K)
, Z(S3;K) =
√
2
K
sin
( π
K
)
, (1.80)
assuming that
q = e2πi/K . (1.81)
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At the ‘physical level of rigor’ the path integral (1.79) can be evaluated in the stationary
phase approximation as
K →∞, α = const. (1.82)
The stationary points of the Chern-Simons action are flat SU(2) connections. Therefore the
integral (1.79) should split into a sum of contributions of connected components Mc of the
moduli space M of flat SU(2) connections on M , each contribution being proportional to
the ‘classical exponential’
Zα(M,L;K) =
∑
c
Z(c)α (M,L;K), (1.83)
Z(c)α (M,L;K) = e(iK/2π)S
(c)
CS
(
4π2
K
)Nc(M) ∞∑
n=0
C(c)α;n(M,L)K−n, (1.84)
Nc(M) ∈ Q, C(c)α;n(M,L) ∈ C,
Here c indexes the connected components of M and S(c)CS is the Chern-Simons invariant of
any connection belonging to Mc.
If a component Mc represents a single connection A(c) (that is, if Mc is a separate
point in M), then there are specific ‘physical’ predictions about the numbers Nc(M) and
C
(c)
α;n(M,L). Let Dc be a covariant derivative in the trivial su(2) bundle over M associated
with the connection A(c). τ
(c)
R denotes the Reidemeister-Ray-Singer torsion of Dc, Hc denotes
the isotropy group of A(c) (Hc ⊂ SU(2) commutes with the holonomies of A(c)), Vol(Hc) is
the volume of Hc (if Hc is discrete, then Vol(Hc) is the number of elements, otherwise the
volume is calculated with the metric in which the roots of su(2) have length
√
2) and b1M is
the first Betti number of M . Then, according to [10],
Nc(M) =
1
2
dimHc, (1.85)
∣∣C(c)α;n(M,L)∣∣ =
∏L
j=1Trαj Pexp
(∮
Lj
A(c) dx
)
Vol(Hc) (τ
(c)
R )
1/2
. (1.86)
If M = S3, then the only flat SU(2) connection on M is the trivial connection, so the
sum of eq.(1.83) contains only one term
Zα(S
3,L;K) = Z(tr)α (S3,L;K). (1.87)
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We use tr as the index c of the trivial connection. It is easy to see that
Htr = SU(2), Vol(Htr) = 2
5/2π2, Nc(S
3) = 3/2, τ
(tr)
R = 1, (1.88)
so that the absolute value of the first term in the sum of eq.(1.84) is∣∣∣C(tr)α;0 (S3,L)∣∣∣ = {α} 2−5/2π−2. (1.89)
This is consistent with the first term of the Melvin-Morton expansion (1.46). Indeed, since
h = 2πiK−1 +O(K−3), Z(S3;K) = 21/2πK−3/2 +O(K−7/2) as K →∞ (1.90)
then eqs.(1.80), (1.84) predict that
|d0,0(L)| = K
3/2
21/2π
(
4π2
K
)Nc(S3) ∣∣∣C(tr)α;0 (S3,L)∣∣∣ = 1, (1.91)
while according to [6], d0,0(L) = 1.
The paper [3] describes a path integral representation of the colored Jones polynomial
which is slightly different from eq. (1.79). Let L,L′ be a pair of links in M endowed with
colors α, β. For rational numbers a = (a1, . . . , aL) such that a/K ∈ Z, consider the following
expression
Zβ(M,L,L′; a;K) =
∫
b.c.(L;a)
DA e(iK/2π)SCS[A]
L′∏
j=1
Trβj Pexp
(∮
L′j
Adx
)
. (1.92)
Here
∫
b.c.(L;a)
denotes a path integral over SU(2) connections in the complement of the tubular
neighborhood of L (we denote this neighborhood simply as M \L). The connections should
satisfy the following boundary condition: for each connection there should exist the elements
g ∈ SU(2), g = (g1, . . . , gL) such that
Pexp
(∮
mer(Lj)
Adx
)
= gje
iπajσ3g−1j . (1.93)
In eq.(1.93) we used the following notations: mer(Lj) is the meridian of Lj (that is, a simple
cycle on the boundary of the tubular neighborhood of Lj which is contractible through that
neighborhood) and σ3 is one of the Pauli matrices:
σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (1.94)
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According to [3], the integral (1.92) is equal to Zα,β(M,L ∪ L′;K) at a = α/K
Zα,β(M,L ∪ L′;K) = Zβ(M,L,L′;α/K;K). (1.95)
Representation (1.84) coupled with eq. (1.94) allows us to apply the stationary phase
approximation to the calculation of Zα,β(M,L ∪ L′;K) in the limit
K →∞, a = α/K = const, β = const. (1.96)
The integral (1.84) should split into a sum of contributions of flat SU(2) connections on
M \ L which satisfy the condition (1.85).
If M = S3, then among all flat connections satisfying (1.93) there are exactly 2L−1 U(1)-
reducible connections. Their holonomies belong to the same subgroup U(1) ⊂ SU(2). These
U(1)-reducible connections can be indexed by a set of numbers µ = (µ1, . . . , µL) such that
µj = ±1, 2 ≤ j ≤ L, µL = 2. Using µ as an index of the corresponding U(1)-reducible
connection and identifying U(1) with {z ∈ C | |z| = 1} we find that
Pexp
(∮
mer(Lj)
A(µ) dx
)
= eiπµjaj . (1.97)
Conjecture 1.12 The formal sum (1.50) is related to the contributions of U(1)-reducible
connections. Namely,
Z
(µ)
β (S
3,L,L′; a/K;K)
Z(S3;K)
=
{
µ
}
J
(r)
µα;β(L,L′; q), (1.98)
or, equivalently,
Z
(µ)
β (S
3,L,L′; a;K)
Z(S3;K)
=


∞∑
n=0
Pβ;n(L′) hn if L = 0,
sin(πa1/K)
sin(π/K)
∞∑
n=0
Pβ;n(L,L′; e2πia1)
∆2n+1A (L; e2πia1)
hn if L = 1,
{
µ
}
h
qφ0(L) e2πiK lk(L;µa)
∞∑
n=0
Pβ;n(L,L′; e2πiµa)
∇2n+1A (L; e2πiµa)
hn if L ≥ 2.
(1.99)
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We have two reasons to make this conjecture. The first reason is that the first term in the
sum of eq.(1.99) matches the first term of the sum of eq.(1.84) written for the U(1)-reducible
connection A(µ). Indeed, in view of eq.(1.54), the first term in the expansion of the r.h.s. of
eq.(1.99) for L ≥ 1 in powers of K−1 becomes
{
µ
}
2πiK
e2πiK lk(L;µa)
∇A(L; e2πiµa)
L′∏
j=1
sin
(
πβj
∑L
k=1 µkak
)
sin
(
π
∑L
k=1 µkak
) . (1.100)
On the other hand, the Chern-Simons action of A(µ) (with appropriate boundary terms
included) is
S
(µ)
CS = 2π
2 lk(L;µa), (1.101)
while the isotropy group is
H(µ) = U(1), Vol(H(µ)) = 2
3/2π. (1.102)
The trivial su(2) bundle with connection A(µ) splits into a sum of a 1-dimensional real
bundle with zero connection and a 1-dimensional complex bundle with the corresponding
U(1) connection. The Reidemeister-Ray-Singer torsion of the former is equal to 1, while
the torsion of the latter is equal to the absolute value of the Alexander-Conway function
∇A(L; e2πiµa). Therefore
(τ
(µ)
R )
1/2 =
∣∣∇A(L; e2πiµa)∣∣ . (1.103)
Finally,
Trβj Pexp
(∮
L′j
A(µ) dx
)
=
sin
(
πβj
∑L
k=1 µkak
)
sin
(
π
∑L
k=1 µkak
) , (1.104)
so according to eq.(1.86),
(
4π2
K
)N(µ)(S3) ∣∣∣C(µ)α,β;0(S3,L ∪ L′)∣∣∣ = (2K)−1/2∣∣∇A(L; e2πiµa)∣∣
L′∏
j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
sin
(
πβj
∑L
k=1 µkak
)
sin
(
π
∑L
k=1 µkak
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (1.105)
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If we substitute eqs. (1.101) and (1.105) into the expression (1.84), then we can see easily
that the dominant terms of the K−1 expansion of both sides of eq. (1.98) coincide at least
up to a K-independent phase factor which may come from C
(µ)
α,β;0(S
3,L ∪ L′).
The second reason for making Conjecture 1.12 is the relation between J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q) and
Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q) established in Corollary 1.8. Its path integral interpretation relies on the
following theorem.
For positive numbers c = (c1, . . . , cL) and positive integers n = (n1, . . . , nL−1) let Ac,n
denote a set of all points a = (a1, . . . , aL) which satisfy the inequalities
a1 < c1, aj+1 < cj+1 a
nj
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ L− 1, aL > 0. (1.106)
Theorem 1.13 Let L ⊂ S3 be an algebraically connected link with admissible indexing.
Then there exist positive numbers x = (x1, . . . , xL) and positive integers n = (n1, . . . , nL−1)
such that for any a ∈ Ac,n the only flat connections in the link complement which satisfy
conditions (1.93) are the U(1)-reducible ones.
We will prove this theorem in Appendix A.
Theorem 1.13 implies that U(1)-reducible connections A(µ) are the only contributors to
Zβ(S
3,L,L′; a;K) within the domain (1.106). In other words, in that domain
Zβ(S
3,L,L′; a;K) =
∑
µj=±1
2≤j≤L
µ1=1
Z
(µ)
β (S
3,L,L′; a;K) (1.107)
in the limit (1.96). Now we want to pass from the limit (1.96) to the limit
K →∞, α, β = const. (1.108)
This limit is similar to eq.(1.82), so Zα,β(S
3,L ∪ L′;K) receives the contribution only from
the trivial connection on S3, and this contribution is of the form
Zα,β(S
3,L ∪ L′;K) = Z(tr)α,β (S3,L ∪ L′;K) (1.109)
= Z(S3;K)
∑
m,m′,n≥0
|m|+|m′|≤n
dm,m′;n(L ∪ L′)α2m+1 β2m′+1 hn
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(recall that in view of the first of eqs. (1.90) expansion in powers of h is equivalent to
expansion in powers of K−1). A natural way to pass from eq. (1.107) to eq. (1.109) is to
expand Z
(µ)
β (S
3,L,L′; a;K) in powers of a while substituting a = α/K. However, we have
to stay within the domain (1.106) while performing this expansion. This can be done by
expanding in powers of a in sequence: starting with aL and ending with a1. Therefore we
conclude that
Zα,β(S
3,L ∪ L′;K) =

 ∑
µj=±1
2≤j≤L
µ1=1
Z
(µ)
β (S
3,L,L′; a/K;K)


(α)
. (1.110)
Thus the second reason for making Conjecture 1.12 is that relation (1.98) makes eq.(1.110)
equivalent to eq.(1.68).
2 Calculating the RC invariant
The best way to derive J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q) would be to study the asymptotic behaviour of the
colored Jones polynomial Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q) in the limit (1.96) or, in other words, in the limit
q → 1, qα, β = const. (2.1)
Since we can not do this directly yet, we have to take a detour. We will study the limit
q → 1, α, β = const. (2.2)
This means that we will work with the Melvin-Morton expansion
Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q) =
∞∑
n=0
Pα,β;n(L ∪ L′) hn, Pα,β;n(L ∪ L′) ∈ Q[α, β] (2.3)
as it comes from the Rˇ-matrix representation described in subsection 1.2.7. However we will
derive the expansion (2.3) in two stages. At the first stage we will expand all instances of q
in Rˇ and Qq except for the expressions of the form
qαiαj , qαj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ L, (2.4)
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which we will leave intact. This way we will present Jα,β(L∪L′; q) in the form which is very
close to eq.(1.65). At the second stage we will expand the expressions (2.4) thus coming to
the Melvin-Morton expansion (2.3) in the form (1.68).
2.1 Preliminary calculations
2.1.1 Breaking a strand
We start with eq.(1.44), according to which
Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q) = q−φsl(L∪L′) TrVB
L∪L′
;α,β
QqBL∪L′, (2.5)
where BL∪L′ is an N -strand braid whose closure produces the link L ∪ L′.
Let us introduce a notation
α∗ =

 α1 if L is non-emptyβ1 if L is empty (2.6)
The space VBL∪L′ ;α,β is a tensor product
VBL∪L′ ;α,β = Vα∗ ⊗ V [1]BL∪L′ ;α,β, (2.7)
where V
[1]
BL∪L′ ;α,β
is what remains of the tensor product VBL∪L′ ;α,β after we remove the first
factor Vα∗ . We introduce a modified version of the operator (1.43)
Q[1]q = I ⊗
(
qH/2
)⊗(N−1)
. (2.8)
Obviously,
TrVB
L∪L′
;α,β
QqBL∪L′ = TrVα∗ q
H/2 Tr
V
[1]
B
L∪L′
;α,β
Q[1]q BL∪L′. (2.9)
On the other hand, since the operator BL∪L′ commutes with the generators of SUq(2) and
since the module Vα∗ is irreducible, then the operator TrV [1]B
L∪L′
;α,β
Q
[1]
q BL∪L′ is proportional
to I
Tr
V
[1]
BL∪L′ ;α,β
QqBL∪L′ = CI, C ∈ C. (2.10)
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Therefore since TrVα∗ q
H/2 = [α∗], then
TrVB
L∪L′
;α,β
QqBL∪L′ = [α∗]C. (2.11)
There are various ways to determine the constant C. For example, since
λα∗−10 TrVα∗ λ
−H
0
∣∣
λ0=0
= 1, (2.12)
then
C = λα∗−10 TrVα∗ λ
−H
0 TrV [1]B
L∪L′
;α,β
Q[1]q BL∪L′
∣∣∣∣
λ0=0
, (2.13)
and combining eqs.(1.44) and (2.11) we conclude that
Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q) = q−φsl(L∪L′) [α∗] λα∗−10 TrVBL∪L′ ;α,β(λ
−H
0 ⊗ I⊗(N−1))Q[1]q BL∪L′
∣∣∣
λ0=0
. (2.14)
2.1.2 Twisting Rˇ-matrix
In subsection 1.2.7 we described a representation of the braid group in which a positive
elementary braid is mapped into the matrix Rˇ = PR. It is better for our purposes to use a
slightly modified representation in which the image of a positive elementary braid is defined
as
Rˇ = q−
3
8
(γˆ−1)⊗H− 1
8
H⊗(γˆ−1)PR q
3
8
(γˆ−1)⊗H+ 1
8
H⊗(γˆ−1). (2.15)
Here γˆ is an operator which multiplies the elements of the module Vγ by γ
γˆ:Vγ → Vγ, γˆ(fm) = γfm. (2.16)
As a result, the matrices Rˇ and Rˇ−1 map Vγ1 ⊗ Vγ2 into Vγ2 ⊗ Vγ1 according to the formulas
Rˇ(fm1 ⊗ fm2) =
∑
0≤n≤max{m1,γ2−m2−1}
Rˇm2+n,m1−nm1,m2 fm2+n ⊗ fm1−n, (2.17)
Rˇ−1(fm1 ⊗ fm2) =
∑
0≤n≤max{m2,γ1−m1−1}
(Rˇ−1)m2−n,m1+nm1,m2 fm2−n ⊗ fm1+n, (2.18)
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where
Rˇm2+n,m1−nm1,m2 = q
(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4
n∏
l=1
(
(q−m2−l − q−γ2)(qm1−n+l − 1)
ql − 1
)
(2.19)
×q−m2(γ1−1)+m1m2+ 12n(n+1),
(Rˇ−1)m2−n,m1+nm1,m2 = q
−(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4
n∏
l=1
(
(qm1+l − qγ1)(q−m2+n−l − 1)
q−l − 1
)
(2.20)
×qm1(γ2−1)+n(γ2−γ1)−m1m2− 12n(n+1).
The reason for twisting Rˇ-matrix is that the matrix elements (2.19) and (2.20) have
certain integrality properties.
Lemma 2.1 There exist the polynomials S(±)(t1, t2, q) ∈ Z[t1, t−11 , t2, t−12 , q, q−1] such that
Rˇm2+n,m1−nm1,m2 = q
(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4S(+)(qα1 , qα2, q), (2.21)
(Rˇ−1)m2−n,m1+nm1,m2 = q
−(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4S(−)(qα1, qα2 , q). (2.22)
Proof. Since
n∏
l=1
(
qm1−n+l − 1
ql − 1
)
,
n∏
l=1
(
q−m2+n−l − 1
q−l − 1
)
, q±
1
2
n(n+1) ∈ Z[q, q−1], (2.23)
then we can simply choose
S(+)(t1, t2, q) =
n∏
l=1
(
(q−m2−l − t−12 )(qm1−n+l − 1)
ql − 1
)
t−m21 q
m2+m1m2+
1
2
n(n+1), (2.24)
S(−)(t1, t2, q) =
n∏
l=1
(
(qm1+l − t1)(q−m2+n−l − 1)
q−l − 1
)
t−n1 t
m1+n
2 q
−m1−m1m2−
1
2
n(n+1). (2.25)
✷
From now on we will use the matrices (2.19), (2.20) instead of PR and its inverse in order
to construct the operator BL∪L′ which represents the braid BL∪L′. However, this substitution
does not affect eq.(2.14). Indeed, if Vγ1⊗Vγ2 is a part of the tensor product VBL∪L′ ;α,β, then a
conjugation of the matrix PR by the operator q
3
8
(γˆ−1)⊗H+ 1
8
H⊗(γˆ−1) in eq.(2.15) is equivalent
to the conjugation of the whole space VBL∪L′ ;α,β by
N⊗
i=1
q
H
8 (3
∑i−1
j=1(γ(j)−1)+
∑N
j=i+1(γ(j)−1)), (2.26)
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where γ maps the number of the strand to the color of the corresponding link component.
Thus we see that the conjugation in eq.(2.15) has no effect on the trace of eq.(2.14).
2.1.3 Parametrized and regularized trace
We want to introduce two more operators acting on VBL∪L′ ;α,β. For a positive integer N and
for two complex variables λ = (λ0, λ) we introduce an operator
Q
(N)
λ = λ
−H
0 ⊗
(
λ−H
)⊗(N−1)
(2.27)
and a parametrized trace
Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q | λ) = q−φsl(L∪L′) [α∗] TrVBL∪L′ ;α,β Q
(N)
λ Q
[1]
q BL∪L′. (2.28)
In contrast to the Jones polynomial, the parametrized trace (2.28) is not an invariant of the
link L ∪ L′, because it depends on the choice of the braid BL∪L′ whose closure is L ∪ L′.
Equation (2.14) implies a relation between the parametrized trace and the colored Jones
polynomial
λα∗−10 Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q | λ)
∣∣∣
λ=1
λ0=0
= Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q). (2.29)
Next we introduce a projection operator acting on Vγ
PM(fm) =

 fm if |γ − 1− 2m| ≤M ,0 if |γ − 1− 2m| > M . (2.30)
Let us replace the operators Rˇ in the expression for BL∪L′ with ‘regularized’ operators
(PM ⊗PM ) Rˇ (PM ⊗PM ) at (L′,L′) crossings, with operators (PM ⊗ I) Rˇ (I ⊗PM ) at (L,L′)
crossings and with operators (I⊗PM) Rˇ (PM ⊗ I) at (L′,L) crossings. We perform the same
substitution for the operators Rˇ−1. We denote the resulting regularized braid operator as
BL∪L′;M . We also introduce a projection operator
PL∪L′;M = P
⊗N
M (2.31)
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and we define a parametrized regularized trace as
Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q | λ;M) = q−φsl(L∪L′) [α∗] TrVBL∪L′ ;α,β PL∪L′;M Q
(N)
λ Q
[1]
q BL∪L′;M . (2.32)
Since PM = I on Vγ if M ≥ γ − 1, then
Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q | λ;M) = Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q | λ) if M ≥ max{α, β} − 1. (2.33)
2.1.4 Verma module resolution
Our next step is to resolve the traces over SUq(2) modules attached to the strands of L in
terms of Verma modules. For γ ∈ Z, an SUq(2) Verma module Vγ,∞ is an infinite-dimensional
space with the basis fm, m ≥ 0. The action of the SUq(2) generators on Vγ,∞ is given by
eqs.(1.34)–(1.36), while the operators Rˇ and Rˇ−1 map the tensor product Vγ1,∞ ⊗ Vγ2,∞ into
Vγ2,∞ ⊗ Vγ1,∞ according to the formulas which are similar to (2.17), (2.18)
Rˇ(fm1 ⊗ fm2) =
∑
0≤n≤m1
Rˇm2+n,m1−nm1,m2 fm2+n ⊗ fm1−n, (2.34)
Rˇ−1(fm1 ⊗ fm2) =
∑
0≤n≤m2
(Rˇ−1)m2−n,m1+nm1,m2 fm2−n ⊗ fm1+n, (2.35)
where the matrix elements are given by eqs.(2.19) and (2.20).
For a positive integer γ there is a natural immersion
Vγ → Vγ,∞, fm 7→ fm. (2.36)
Moreover, there is an isomorphism of SUq(2) modules
Vγ,∞/Vγ = V−γ,∞. (2.37)
If we choose the vectors fm, m ≥ γ as the basis of Vγ,∞/Vγ, then this isomorphism identifies
fm+n ↔ [γ +m]!
[m]!
fm. (2.38)
We need another family of infinite-dimensional modules. For an integer γ, Vγ,±∞ is an
infinite-dimensional space with the basis fm, m ∈ Z. The action of the SUq(2) generators
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on Vγ,∞ is given again by eqs.(1.34)–(1.36), while the operators Rˇ and Rˇ
−1 map the tensor
product Vγ1,±∞ ⊗ Vγ2,±∞ into Vγ2,±∞ ⊗ Vγ1,±∞ according to the formulas which are similar
to (2.17), (2.18)
Rˇ(fm1 ⊗ fm2) =
∑
n≥0
Rˇm2+n,m1−nm1,m2 fm2+n ⊗ fm1−n, (2.39)
Rˇ−1(fm1 ⊗ fm2) =
∑
n≥0
(Rˇ−1)m2−n,m1+nm1,m2 fm2−n ⊗ fm1+n, (2.40)
where the matrix elements are given again by eqs. (2.19) and (2.20). Also, for a positive γ
there is an immersion
Vγ → Vγ,±∞, fm 7→ fm. (2.41)
Consider two tensor products of SUq(2) modules
VBL;α,∞ =
L⊗
j=1
V ⊗Njαj ,∞, VBL′ ;β,±∞ =
L′⊗
j=1
VBL′
j
;βj ,±∞, (2.42)
where in the second tensor product
VBL′
j
;βj ,±∞ = Vβj ⊗ V
⊗(N ′j−1)
βj ,±∞
. (2.43)
Since the action of Rˇ-matrix was extended to spaces Vγ,∞ and Vγ,±∞, then the action of the
operator QλQ
[1]
q BM can be extended to VBL;α,∞⊗VBL′ ;β and VBL;α,∞⊗VBL′ ;β,±∞. For a set of
integer (not necessarily positive) colors α and for a set of positive integer colors β we define
the following trace
J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q | λ;M) = q−φsl(L∪L
′) [α∗] TrVBL;α,∞⊗VBL′ ;β
PL∪L′;M Q
(N)
λ Q
[1]
q BL∪L′;M . (2.44)
Proposition 2.2 The trace J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q | λ;M) has the following properties:
(1) If L is empty, then
J
(r)
β (∅,L′; q | λ;M) = Jβ(L′; q | λ;M). (2.45)
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(2) For any j, 1 ≤ j ≤ L′,
J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q | λ;M)
∣∣∣
βj=1
= J
(r)
α;β
(j)
(L,L′(j); q | λ;M). (2.46)
(3) The space VBL′ ;β can be replaced by VBL′ ;β,±∞ in eq.(2.44)
J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q | λ;M) = q−φsl(L∪L
′) [α∗] TrVBL;α,∞⊗VBL′ ;β,±∞
PL∪L′;MQ
(N)
λ Q
[1]
q BL∪L′;M (2.47)
(4) If L is non-empty, then for any j, 1 ≤ j ≤ L
J
(r)
α(j);β0,β
(L(j),Lj ∪ L′; q | λ;M) =
∑
µ=±1
µ J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q | λ;M)
∣∣∣
αj=µβ0
. (2.48)
Proof of claims 1 and 2 of Proposition 2.2. Equation (2.46) is obvious if we compare
eqs. (2.44) and (2.32). To prove eq. (2.57) we observe that dimVβL′ = 1 if βL′ = 1. As a
result, the matrix elements of Rˇ-matrices (2.17), (2.18) which involve at least one space VβL′
are equal to 1. The same is true for the matrix elements of the operators PL∪L′;M , Q
(N)
λ and
Q
[1]
q which act on VβL′ . Finally, it follows from eq.(1.45) that
q−φsl(L∪L
′)
∣∣∣
βL′=1
= q−φsl(L∪L
′
[1]
) (2.49)
and thus we come to eq.(2.46). ✷
The proof of claims 3 and 4 of Proposition 2.2 requires a simple lemma
Lemma 2.3 Let V be a finite-dimensional linear space with a subspace W ⊂ V . For a fixed
positive integer N we denote
Uj = V
⊗(j−1) ⊗W ⊗ V ⊗(N−j), 1 ≤ j ≤ N. (2.50)
Suppose that a linear operator O acting on the space V ⊗N has the following property: there
exists a cyclic permutation of N elements σ such that
O(Uj) ⊂ Uσ(j) for any j, 1 ≤ j ≤ N. (2.51)
Then
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(1) The action of O is well-defined on the spaces W⊗N , (V/W )⊗N and there is a simple
trace formula
TrW⊗N O = TrV ⊗N O − Tr(V/W )⊗N O. (2.52)
(2) Let j be a fixed number, 1 ≤ j ≤ N . A partial trace of O over N − 1 spaces V of the
tensor product V ⊗N except the first space V defines an operator TrV ⊗(N−1) O acting on
V . Then TrV ⊗(N−1)(W ) ⊂ W and
TrW⊗N O = TrU1 O. (2.53)
Proof. We leave the proof to the reader. ✷
Proof of claims 3 and 4 of Proposition 2.2. Since the R-matrix, as well as the operators
PM , Q
(N)
λ and Q
[1]
q can be expressed in terms of the generators of SUq(2), then their action
commutes with immersions (2.36) and (2.41). Upon being acted on by the SUq(2) generators
of R-matrices, the elements of SUq(2) modules are directed along the braid strands by the
permutation operators P which are present at every elementary crossing. The permutation
generated by B among the strands of any particular link component is cyclic. Therefore
it is easy to see that the operator Q
(N)
λ Q
[1]
q BL∪L′;M satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.3
for any space V
⊗Nj
αj ,∞ (V being Vαj ,∞ and W being Vαj ) and for any space V
⊗N ′j
βj ,±∞
(V being
Vβj ,±∞ and W being Vβj). The infinite dimension of the spaces Vαj ,∞ and Vβj ,±∞ is not
important, since the presence of the projection operators PM in the expression for BL∪L′;M
makes the calculation of the traces effectively finite-dimensional. Therefore eq.(2.47) follows
from eq.(2.53), and eq.(2.48) follows from eq.(2.52). ✷
Proposition 2.2 has the following
Corollary 2.4 The regularized trace (2.32) can be presented as a linear combination of the
traces (2.44)
Jα,β(L ∪ L′; q | λ;M) =
∑
µj=±1
1≤j≤L
{
µ
}
J
(r)
µα;β(L ∪ L′; q | λ;M), (2.54)
Proof. Equation (2.54) is a result of applying eq.(2.48) consequently to all the components
of the link L. ✷
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2.2 Expansion of parametrized trace in powers of h
Our next step is to perform a partial expansion of the trace J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q | λ;M) in powers of
h. We want to expand all instances of q except for the expressions (2.4).
2.2.1 General properties
Let us first establish some properties of the trace J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q | λ;M). We introduce the
modified operators
Q[1]q,∗ = I ⊗
(
q−mˆ
)⊗(N−1)
, Q
(N)
λ,∗ = λ
2mˆ
0 ⊗
(
λ2mˆ
)⊗(N−1)
. (2.55)
We also introduce a modified operator BL∪L′;M,∗ which is constructed in the same way as
BL∪L′;M , except that we drop the factors q
±(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4 from the matrix elements of Rˇ and
Rˇ−1.
Proposition 2.5 For a given braid BL∪L′ and for fixed M and β there exists a unique
polynomial
Aβ(L,L′;λ; t; q|M) ∈ Z[λ, t, t−1, q, q−1]
such that
J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q | λ;M) = [α∗] qφ(L∪L
′ |α,β) Λ(α, β;λ)Aβ(L,L′;λ; qα; q|M), (2.56)
Aβ(L,L′;λ; qα; q|M) = TrVBL;α,∞⊗VBL′ ;β,±∞ PL∪L′;M Q
(N)
λ,∗ Q
[1]
q,∗BL∪L′;M,∗, (2.57)
where
φ(L ∪ L′ |α, β) = −φsl(L ∪ L′) (2.58)
+
1
4
( ∑
1≤i,j≤L
lij(αi − 1)(αj − 1) +
∑
1≤i,j≤L′
l′ij(βi − 1)(βj − 1) + 2
∑
1≤i≤L
1≤j≤L′
l′′ij(αi − 1)(βj − 1)
)
+
1
2
( L∑
j=1
Nj(αj − 1) +
L′∑
j=1
N ′j(βj − 1) + (1− α∗)
)
and
Λ(α, β;λ) = λ1−α∗0 λ
∑L
j=1 Nj(1−αj )+
∑L
j=1N
′
j(1−βj)+(α∗−1). (2.59)
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Proof. Let us review the structure of the matrix elements of the operators Q
(N)
λ , Q
[1]
q and
BL∪L′;M in the basis fm. For fm ∈ Vγ
λ−H(fm) = λ
1−γ λ2m fm, q
H/2(fm) = q
(γ−1)/2 q−m fm. (2.60)
The expression for BL∪L′;M contains the matrices Rˇ and Rˇ
−1, whose matrix elements are
described by Lemma 2.1. Thus, if we assemble the factors λ1−γ of the first of eqs.(2.60) into
Λ(α, β;λ) and if we assemble the factors q(γ−1)/2 of the second of eqs. (2.60) together with
the factors q±(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4 of eqs. (2.19), (2.20) and with the factor q−φsl(L∪L
′) of eq. (2.47)
into the factor qφ(L∪L
′ |α,β), then the rest of the product of matrix elements of the operators
Rˇ, Rˇ−1, PM , Q
(N)
λ and Q
[1]
q is a polynomial of qα, q−α, and q, q−1 with integer coefficients.
Note that if we use either eq. (2.54) or eq. (2.47) for J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q | λ;M), then due to the
presence of projection operators PM , the range of summation of the indices of the basis
vectors fm1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fmN used to calculate the matrix elements is finite, and the boundaries
of this range do not depend on α. Thus, taking a sum of the product of matrix elements
over the indices of basis vectors we come to eq. (2.56). The uniqueness of the polynomial
Aβ(L,L′;λ; t; q|M) which satisfies eq.(2.47) for any α is obvious. ✷
If we expand the polynomials Aβ(L,L′;λ; t; q|M) in powers of h = q − 1 then we come
to the following
Proposition 2.6 For a braid BL∪L′ whose closure is L ∪ L′, there is a unique set of poly-
nomials
Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M) ∈ Z[λ, t, t−1] (2.61)
such that for fixed α, β and M the following series in powers of h converges in the vicinity
of h = 0
J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q | λ;M) = [α∗] qφ(L∪L
′ |α,β) Λ(α, β;λ)
∞∑
n=0
Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; qα|M) hn. (2.62)
The polynomials Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M) satisfy the following property: for any k ≥ 0
Φ2(αi; t(i);λ; β)
k∑
n=0
Aαi,β;n(L(i),Li ∪ L′;λ; t(i)|M) (2.63)
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=
∑
µ=±1
µΦ2(µαi; t(i);λ; β)
k∑
n=0
Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M)
∣∣∣
ti=qµαi
+O(hk+1) as h→ 0,
where
Φ2(αi; t(i);λ; β) = λ
−δ1iαi
0 λ
(δ1i−Ni)αiq
αi
2
(∑L′
j=1 l
′′
ij(βi−1)−
∑L
j=1 lij+Ni−δ1i
) ∏
1≤j≤L
j 6=i
t
lijαi/2
j (2.64)
and δ1i is the Kronecker symbol.
Proof. The uniqueness of Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M) is obvious. A set of polynomials satisfying
eq.(2.62) can be obtained by expanding the polynomials Aβ(L,L′;λ; t; q|M) in powers of h
Aβ(L,L′;λ; t; q|M) =
∞∑
n=0
Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M) hn, Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M) ∈ Z[λ, t, t−1], (2.65)
Now we prove eq. (2.63). It follows from eqs. (2.48), (2.56) and from the uniqueness of
the polynomials Aβ(L,L′;λ; t; q|M) that
Φ2(αi; t(i);λ; β)Aαi,β(L(i),Li ∪ L′;λ; t(i); q|M) (2.66)
=
∑
µ=±1
µΦ2(µαi; t(i);λ; β)Aβ(L,L′;λ; t; q|M)
∣∣∣∣∣
ti=qµαi
.
If we expand the polynomials A in both sides of this equation in powers of h, then we come
to eq.(2.63). ✷
It turns out that the polynomials Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M) have a limit as M →∞.
Proposition 2.7 For a braid B whose closure is L ∪ L′ there exist the polynomials
Q(L; t;λ), Qβ;n(L,L′; t;λ) ∈ Z[t, t−1, λ] (2.67)
such that there is a vicinity of t = 1, λ = 0 in which for fixed β there exists a limit
lim
M→∞
Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M) =
Qβ;n(L,L′; t;λ)
Q2n+1(L; t;λ) . (2.68)
The polynomials (2.67) can be selected in such a way that
Q(L; t;λ)|λ0=0
λ=1
=

 Φ
−1
1 (BL; t) (t1/21 − t−1/21 )∇A(L; t) if L is non-empty,
1 if L is empty,
(2.69)
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where Φ1(BL; t) is defined by eq.(1.30). Then
Qβ;0(L,L′; t;λ)
∣∣∣
λ0=0
λ=1
=
L′∏
j=1
1−
(∏L
i=1 t
lij
i
)−βj
1−
(∏L
i=1 t
lij
i
)−1 , (2.70)
and the expansion of Qβ;n(L,L′; t;λ) in powers of t− 1 at λ0 = 0, λ = 1 has a form
Qβ;n(L,L′; t;λ)
∣∣∣
λ0=0
λ=1
=
∑
m≥0
qm;n(L,L′; β) (t− 1)m, (2.71)
qm;n(L,L′; β) ∈ Q[β], degm qm;n ≤ 2(|m|+ n) + 1. (2.72)
We will prove this proposition in the remainder of this section. However, before we
proceed with the detailed calculations of Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M) we want to use Proposition 2.7
in order to derive some properties of the polynomials (2.67).
Proposition 2.8 The polynomials (2.67) satisfy the following properties
(1) If the link L is empty, then
[β1] q
φ(L′ |β) Λ(β;λ)
∞∑
n=0
Qβ;n(L′;λ) hn = Jβ(L′; q | λ) in Q[β][[h]]. (2.73)
(2) For any j, 1 ≤ j ≤ L′
Qβ;n(L,L′; t;λ)
∣∣∣
βj=1
= Qβ
(j)
;n(L ∪ L′(j); t;λ). (2.74)
(3) For any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ L and for fixed t(i) and λ such that Q(L; t;λ)|ti=1 6= 0
∑
µ=±1
µΦ2(µαi; t(i);λ; β)
k∑
n=0
Qβ;n(L,L′; t;λ)
Q2n+1(L; t;λ)
∣∣∣∣
ti=qµαi
(2.75)
= Φ2(αi; t(i);λ; β)
k∑
n=0
Qαi,β;n(L(i),Li ∪ L′; t(i);λ)
Q2n+1(L(i); t(i);λ)
+O(hk+1)
as h→ 0.
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Proof. Equation (2.73) follows from eqs. (2.45) and (2.33). Equation (2.74) follows from
eq. (2.46). In order to prove eq. (2.75) we consider the relation eq. (2.63) in the vicinity of
t = 1, λ = 0 in which a uniform convergence (2.68) holds. Since the substitution ti = q
µαi
leaves us within the same vicinity as we set h→ 0, then the uniformity of convergence allows
us to apply the limitM →∞ to both sides of eq.(2.75). Thus we obtain (2.75) in the vicinity
of t(i) = 1, λ = 0. Since both sides of eq.(2.75) are rational (and hence analytic) functions,
then the relation (2.75) should also hold at any point t(i), λ such that Q(L; t;λ)|ti=1 6= 0. ✷
2.2.2 Fixing transitions
We will prove Proposition 2.7 by calculating the limit limM→∞Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M) explicitly.
However, before we do this, we have to introduce some notations. Let V1 and V2 be two
SUq(2) modules (either finite, or infinite-dimensional) with colors γ1 and γ2 and with bases
fm, m ∈ S1 and fm, m ∈ S2, S1,2 ⊂ Z. For n ≥ 0 we define two operators R±,n:V1 ⊗ V2 →
V2 ⊗ V1 such that
R+,n(fm1 ⊗ fm2) =

 Rˇ
m2+n,m1−n
m1,m2
fm2+n ⊗ fm1−n if m2 + n ∈ S1, m1 − n ∈ S2,
0 otherwise,
(2.76)
R−,n(fm1 ⊗ fm2) =

 (Rˇ
−1)m2+n,m1−nm1,m2 fm2−n ⊗ fm1+n if m2 − n ∈ S1, m1 + n ∈ S2,
0 otherwise.
(2.77)
Obviously,
Rˇ =
∑
n≥0
R+,n, Rˇ−1 =
∑
n≥0
R−,n. (2.78)
Let us call the positive (L,L′) crossings and the negative (L′,L) crossings the losing
crossings and let us call the negative (L,L′) and positive (L′,L) crossings the gaining cross-
ings. Suppose that the braid BL∪L′ has N− losing crossings, N+ gaining crossings and N ′′
crossings of (L′,L′) type and that the crossings within each group are indexed in some or-
der. Then three lists of non-negative numbers n− = (n−1 , . . . , n
−
N−), n
+ = (n+1 , . . . , n
+
N+) and
n′′ = (n′′1, . . . , n
′′
N ′′) assign a non-negative number to any crossing other than those of (L,L)
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type. After this assignment we construct an operator BL∪L′;M ;n, n = n
−;n+;n′′ by perform-
ing the following transformation or the expression for BL∪L′;M : we replace the operators Rˇ
and Rˇ−1 at all the crossings except of (L,L) type by the operators R+,n and R−,n whose
numbers n are equal to the numbers assigned by n to the corresponding crossings.
If we replace the braiding operator BL∪L′;M by BL∪L′;M ;n in eq. (2.47), then we get the
trace
J
(r)
α;β |n(L,L′; q | λ;M) (2.79)
= [α∗] q
φ(L∪L′ |α,β) Λ(α, β;λ) TrVBL;α,∞⊗VBL′ ;β,±∞
PL∪L′;MQ
(N)
λ,∗ Q
[1]
q,∗BL∪L′;M ;n
(2.80)
Obviously, the trace (2.79) shares the properties of J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q | λ;M) listed in Proposi-
tion 2.5 and Corollary 2.6:
Proposition 2.9 For fixed β and M there exists a unique set of polynomials
Aβ |n(L,L′λ; t; q|M) ∈ Z[λ, t, t−1, q, q−1], Aβ;n |n(L,L′λ; t|M) ∈ Z[λ, t, t−1], (2.81)
Aβ |n(L,L′λ; t; q|M) =
∞∑
n=0
Aβ;n |n(L,L′λ; t|M) hn, (2.82)
such that
J
(r)
α;β |n(L,L′; q | λ;M) = [α∗] qφ(L∪L
′ |α,β) Λ(α, β;λ)Aβ |n(L,L′λ; qα; q|M), (2.83)
Aβ |n(L,L′λ; qα; q|M) = TrVBL;α,∞⊗VBL′ ;β,±∞ PL∪L′;M Q
(N)
λ,∗ Q
[1]
q,∗BL∪L′;M ;n, (2.84)
and for fixed α, β
J
(r)
α;β |n(L,L′; q | λ;M) = [α∗] qφ(L∪L
′ |α,β) Λ(α, β;λ)
∞∑
n=0
Aβ;n |n(L,L′λ; qα|M) hn. (2.85)
Proof. The proof is absolutely similar to that of Proposition 2.5 and Corollary 2.6. ✷
There is a simple relation between J
(r)
α;β |n(L,L′; q | λ;M) and J (r)α;β(L,L′; q | λ;M).
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Proposition 2.10
J
(r)
α;β |n(L,L′; q | λ;M) =
∑
0≤n≤2M
|n+|=|n−|
J
(r)
α;β |n(L,L′; q | λ;M), (2.86)
Aβ(L,L′;λ; t; q|M) =
∑
0≤n≤2M
|n+|=|n−|
Aβ |n(L,L′λ; t; q|M), (2.87)
Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M) =
∑
0≤n≤2M
|n+|=|n−|
Aβ;n |n(L,L′λ; t|M). (2.88)
Proof. It is easy to see that due to the presence of projection operators PM in the expression
for BL∪L′;M ;n, its matrix elements are zero unless n ≤ 2M . Therefore in view of eqs.(2.78)
J
(r)
α;β |n(L,L′; q | λ;M) =
∑
0≤n≤2M
J
(r)
α;β |n(L,L′; q | λ;M). (2.89)
Let HL′ be a sum of SUq(2) generators H acting on the components of VBL′ ;β,±∞ within the
tensor product VBL;α,∞ ⊗ VBL′ ;β,±∞ The space VBL;α,∞ ⊗ VBL′ ;β,±∞ is a sum of eigenspaces
(VBL;α,∞ ⊗ VBL′ ;β,±∞)[n] of L′ corresponding to its eigenvalues n
VBL;α,∞ ⊗ VBL′ ;β,±∞ =
⊕
n∈Z
(VBL;α,∞ ⊗ VBL′ ;β,±∞)[n] (2.90)
It is easy to see that
PL∪L′;M Q
(N)
λ,∗ Q
[1]
q,∗BL∪L′;M ;n : (2.91)
(VBL;α,∞ ⊗ VBL′ ;β,±∞)[n] → (VBL;α,∞ ⊗ VBL′ ;β,±∞)[n+2(|n
+|−|n−|)].
Therefore
TrVBL;α,∞⊗VBL′ ;β,±∞
PL∪L′;M Q
(N)
λ,∗ Q
[1]
q,∗BL∪L′;M ;n = 0, unless |n+| = |n−|. (2.92)
Then eq.(2.86) follows from eq.(2.89). Relations (2.88) follow from eq.(2.86) because of the
uniqueness of polynomials A. ✷
2.2.3 Expansion of matrix elements
Now it’s time to expand the matrix elements of the operators Rˇ and Rˇ−1 participating in
the expression for BL∪L′;M ;n, as well as the matrix elements of the operator Q
[1]
q,∗. Since we
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have to study the expansion of the trace J
(r)
α;β(L,L′; q | λ;M) in powers of h while keeping the
expressions (2.4) unexpanded then we will need different formulas for expanding the matrix
elements (2.19) and (2.20) depending on the type of the crossing that generated them.
Theorem 2.11 There exist the polynomials
T
(±)
j,k (m1, m2, n) ∈ Q[m1, m2, n], j, k ≥ 0,
degm1 T
(+)
j,k , degm2 T
(−)
j,k ≤ k, degm2 T (+)j,k , degm1 T (−)j,k ≤ j + k,
degm1 T
(±)
j,k + degm2 T
(±)
j,k + degn T
(±)
j,k ≤ j + 2k,
T
((m1,m2,n),±)
0,0 = 1, (2.93)
such that for fixed γ1, γ2, m1, m2,and n
Rˇm2+n,m1−nm1,m2 = q
(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4
(
m1
n
)
(1− q−γ2)n q−m2γ1 (2.94)
×
n∑
j=0
(∏j−1
l=0 (n− l)
(1− q−γ2)j
∞∑
k=0
T
(+)
j,k (m1, m2, n) h
j+k
)
,
(Rˇ−1)m2−n,m1+nm1,m2 = q
−(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4
(
m2
n
)
(1− qγ1)nqm1γ2+n(γ2−γ1) (2.95)
×
n∑
j=0
(∏j−1
l=0 (n− l)
(1− qγ1)j
∞∑
k=0
T
(−)
j,k (m1, m2, n) h
j+k
)
.
The polynomials T
(+)
j,k and T
(−)
j,k are related
∞∑
k=0
T
(−)
j,k (m1, m2, n) h
j+k =
∞∑
k=0
T
(+)
j,k (m2, m1, n)
(
− h
1 + h
)j+k
. (2.96)
This theorem essentially says that there are at most two powers ofm1, m2 or n for each power
of h in the expansion of the matrix elements. This is easy to see by inspecting eqs. (2.19)
and (2.20). The only non-trivial part of the theorem is that j powers of (1 − q±γ1,2) in
denominators of eqs.(2.94), (2.95) are accompanied by the factor
∏j−1
l=0 (n− l).
Proof of Theorem 2.11. This theorem is a simple corollary of Lemma 3.1 of [8]. ✷
We present explicit formulas for some polynomials T
(±)
j,k in Appendix B.
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Corollary 2.12 There are three other ways to expand the matrix elements Rˇm2+n,m1−nm1,m2 and
(Rˇ−1)m2−n,m1+nm1,m2 .
(1) There exist the polynomials
T
(1,±)
n,k (m1, m2, γ) ∈ Q[m1, m2, γ],
degm1 T
(1,±)
n,k ≤ k, degγ T (1,±)n,k + degm2 T (1,±)n,k ≤ n+ k, (2.97)
T
(1,±)
0,0 (m1, m2, γ) = 1,
such that
Rˇm2+n,m1−nm1,m2 = q
(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4
(
m1
n
)
q−m2γ1
∞∑
k=0
T
(1,+)
n,k (m1, m2, γ2) h
n+k, (2.98)
(Rˇ−1)m2−n,m1+nm1,m2 = q
−(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4
(
m2
n
)
q(m1+n)γ2
∞∑
k=0
T
(1,−)
n,k (m1, m2, γ1) h
n+k.(2.99)
(2) There exist the polynomials
T
(2,±)
n,k (m1, m2, γ, t) ∈ Q[m1, m2, γ, t, t−1],
degm2 T
(2,+)
n,k , degm1 T
(2,−)
n,k ≤ k, (2.100)
T
(2,±)
0,0 (m1, m2, γ, t) = 1,
such that there is a bound on the powers of m and γ in the coefficients of the expansion
of the polynomials in powers of t− 1
T
(2,±)
n,k (m1, m2, γ, t) =
∞∑
l=0
T
(2,±)
n,k,l (m1, m2, γ) (t− 1)l,
T
(2,±)
n,k,l (m1, m2, γ) ∈ Q[m1, m2, γ],
degm1 T
(2,+)
n,k,l + degγ T
(2,+)
n,k,l ≤ k + l, (2.101)
degm2 T
(2,−)
n,k,l + degγ T
(2,−)
n,k,l ≤ k + l, (2.102)
and for fixed γ1, γ2, m1, m2,and n
Rˇm2+n,m1−nm1,m2 = q
(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4
∞∑
k=0
T
(2,+)
n,k (m1, m2, γ1, q
γ2) hn+k, (2.103)
(Rˇ−1)m2−n,m1+nm1,m2 = q
−(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4
∞∑
k=0
T
(2,−)
n,k (m1, m2, γ2, q
γ1) hn+k. (2.104)
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(3) There exist polynomials
T
(3,±)
n,k (γ1, γ2, m1, m2) ∈ Q[γ1, γ2, m1, m2],
degm1 T
(2,±)
n,k + degγ1 T
(2,±)
n,k ≤ k, degm2 T (2,±)n,k + degγ2 T (2,±)n,k ≤ k, (2.105)
T
(3,±)
0,0 (γ1, γ2, m1, m2) = 1,
such that for fixed γ1, γ2, m1, m2,and n
Rˇm2+n,m1−nm1,m2 = q
(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4
∞∑
k=0
T
(3,+)
n,k (γ1, γ2, m1, m2) h
n+k, (2.106)
(Rˇ−1)m2−n,m1+nm1,m2 = q
−(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4
∞∑
k=0
T
(3,−)
n,k (γ1, γ2, m1, m2) h
n+k. (2.107)
Proof. One simply has to expand eqs.(2.94) and (2.95) in the corresponding parameters. We
leave the details to the reader. ✷
Finally, we expand the matrix elements of the operators qmˆ which comprise the operator
Q
[1]
q,∗. The matrix elements of qmˆ acting on Vγ are all diagonal and
(qmˆ)mm = q
m =
∞∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
hk. (2.108)
(note that
(
m
k
)
= 0 for k > m if we treat
(
m
k
)
as a polynomial in m of degree k).
Proposition 2.13 Suppose that we make the following substitution in the expression for
the regularized braiding matrix BL∪L′;M ;n: we use expressions (2.94), (2.95) for the matrix
elements of Rˇ and Rˇ−1 at (L,L) crossings, expressions (2.98), (2.99) at losing crossings,
expressions (2.103), (2.104) at gaining crossings and expressions (2.106), (2.107) at (L′,L′)
crossings. Suppose that we also use the expression (2.108) for the matrix elements of the
operator Q
[1]
q . Then after this substitution the trace (2.79) transforms into the series (2.85).
Proof. The presence of the projection operator PL∪L′;M in the trace (2.79) guarantees that
only a finite number of matrix elements participating in that trace is non-zero. Therefore
the non-zero products of expanded matrix elements yield a series of the form (2.85) with
Aβ;n |n(L,L′λ; t|M) ∈ Q[λ, t, t−1], and this series converges uniformly in a vicinity of h = 0.
Now the claim of the proposition follows from the uniqueness of the expansion (2.85). ✷
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Corollary 2.14 The bounds in the sum of eq.(2.88) can be made M-independent
Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M) =
∑
n≥0
|n+|=|n−|
|n−|+|n′′|≤n
Aβ;n |n(L,L′λ; t|M). (2.109)
Proof. Expansions (2.98), (2.99) of the matrix elements which appear at losing crossings and
expansions (2.106), (2.107) of the matrix elements which appear at the (L′,L′) crossings all
start at hn. Since, according to Proposition (2.13), these expansions lead to eq.(2.85), then
we conclude that
Aβ |n(L,L′λ; t; q|M) =
∑
n≥|n−|+|n′′|
Aβ;n |n(L,L′λ; t|M) hn. (2.110)
If we substitute this expansion into eq. (2.87) and compare the result with eq. (2.65), then
we come to eq.(2.109). ✷
2.2.4 Parametrized matrices
Now we are going to use a special trick in order to calculate the trace of the expanded
matrices. This trick is a usual method of calculating perturbative expansions in quantum
field theory. Its application is mathematically rigorous in the finite-dimensional calculations
of this paper. The idea is that in order to calculate a trace of a complicated matrix one may
introduce a simpler matrix which depends on some artificial parameters and which satisfies
two properties: its trace is easy to calculate and the complicated matrix can be expressed
as a combination of derivatives of the parametrized matrix over its parameters.
The first step in implementing our strategy is to construct a matrix BL∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ] depend-
ing on a list of parameters t; ǫ, together with a differential operator Dn(t; β; ∂ǫ; h) which is a
power series in h whose coefficients are polynomials in the derivatives ∂ǫ. We will construct
BL∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ] in such a way that the matrix elements of Dn(t; β; ∂ǫ; h)BL∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ]
∣∣∣
t=qα
ǫ=0
are
equal to those of the matrix BL∪L′;M ;n expanded as described in Proposition 2.13. In fact, we
will have to consider an extra SUq(2) module V1,∞, so that our matrix BL∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ] will act
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on a tensor product V1,∞⊗VBL;α,∞⊗VBL′ ;β,±∞ and the expansion of BL∪L′;M ;n will be repro-
duced by an operator which is a partial trace Dn(t; β; ∂ǫ; h) TrV1,∞ λ
−H
∗ BL∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ]
∣∣∣
t=qα
λ∗,ǫ=0
.
The basis of our construction is the matrix BL∪L′;M ;n itself. We will present every Rˇ, Rˇ
−1,
R±,n participating in the expression for BL∪L′;M ;n as D(∂ǫ)R[ǫ], where D(∂ǫ) is a power series
in h with coefficients which are polynomials in the derivatives over some parameters ǫ, and
R[ǫ] are operators depending on parameters ǫ. These expressions will match the expansion
formulas of Theorem 2.11 and Corollary 2.12. Then we will replace the original matrices of
BL∪L′;M ;n by R[ǫ] thus producing BL∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ], while the operator Dn(t; β; ∂ǫ; h) will be the
product of individual operators D(∂ǫ).
We begin by defining a parametrized matrix R±[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4], ǫ = (e1, e2, e3, e4)
which acts on a tensor product of two Verma modules Vα1,∞ ⊗ Vα2,∞:
R+[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4](fm1 ⊗ fm2) (2.111)
=
∑
0≤n≤m1
(R+[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4])
m2+n,m1−n
m1,m2 fm2+n ⊗ fm1−n,
R−[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4](fm1 ⊗ fm2) (2.112)
=
∑
0≤n≤m2
(R−[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4])
m2−n,m1+n
m1,m2
fm2−n ⊗ fm1+n,
where
(R+[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4])
m2+n,m1−n
m1,m2
=
(
m1
n
)
(1− t−12 + ǫ4)n t−m21 em1ǫ1+m2ǫ2+nǫ3, (2.113)
(R−[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4])
m2−n,m1+n
m1,m2
=
(
m2
n
)
(1− t1 + ǫ4)n t−n1 tm1+n2 em1ǫ1+m2ǫ2+nǫ3. (2.114)
The matrix elements (2.113), (2.114) are related to those of (2.19), (2.20), because according
to eqs.(2.94), (2.95)
Rˇm2+n,m1−nm1,m2 = q
(α1−1)(α2−1)/4 (2.115)
×
(
∞∑
j,k=0
T
(+)
j,k (∂ǫ1, ∂ǫ2 , ∂ǫ3) ∂
j
ǫ4
hj+k
)
(R+[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4])
m2+n,m1−n
m1,m2
∣∣∣∣∣
t1,2=q
α1,2
ǫ=0
,
(Rˇ−1)m2+n,m1−nm1,m2 = q
−(α1−1)(α2−1)/4 (2.116)
×
(
∞∑
j,k=0
T
(−)
j,k (∂ǫ1, ∂ǫ2 , ∂ǫ3) ∂
j
ǫ4
hj+k
)
(R−[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4])
m2−n,m1+n
m1,m2
∣∣∣∣∣
t1,2=q
α1,2
ǫ=0
.
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Note that we could replace the sums
∑n
j=0 of eqs.(2.94), (2.95) with the sums
∑∞
j=0, because
the terms with j > n in eqs. (2.115), (2.116) are zero due to the fact that if j > n, then
∂jǫ4(1− t∓11,2+ ǫ4)n = 0. Following our strategy, we replace the operators Rˇ, Rˇ−1 which appear
in the expression for BL∪L′;M ;n at the (L,L) crossings, with operators R±[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4],
while the product of operators
∑∞
j=0
(
∂jǫ4
∑∞
k=0 T
(+)
j,k (∂ǫ1 , ∂ǫ2, ∂ǫ3) h
j+k
)
coming from all (L,L)
crossings is the first factor of Dn(t; β; ∂ǫ; h).
Matrix elements (2.98), (2.99) and (2.106), (2.107) require a more elaborate treatment.
We define the operators R(±)[ǫ±1 , ǫ
±
2 ] which act on V1,∞ ⊗ Vα,∞ according to the formula
R(+)[ǫ1, ǫ2](fm0 ⊗ fm1) =
∑
0≤n≤m0
(R(+)[ǫ1, ǫ2])
m0−n,m1+n
m0,m1
fm0−n ⊗ fm1+n, (2.117)
R(−)[ǫ1, ǫ2](fm0 ⊗ fm1) =
∑
0≤n≤m1
(R(−)[ǫ1, ǫ2])
m0+n,m1−n
m0,m1 fm0+n ⊗ fm1−n, (2.118)
where
(R(+)[ǫ1, ǫ2])
m0−n,m1+n
m0,m1 =
(
m0
n
)
eǫ1m1 (ǫ2)
n, (2.119)
(R(−)[ǫ1, ǫ2])
m0+n,m1−n
m0,m1 =
(
m1
n
)
eǫ1m1 (ǫ2)
n. (2.120)
We also define another pair of operators depending on parameters t1, t2 which act on Vγ,±∞
O±n [t1, t2](fm) = t
m
1 t
n
2 fm±n, (2.121)
and an operator Cn which acts on the space V1,∞ as
Cn(fm) =
fm(
m
n
) . (2.122)
Now we have to consider four types of mixed crossings.
1. Losing crossings.
(a) Positive (L,L′) crossing. Consider an operator
R(−,+)n [t1; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ
′] : V1,∞ ⊗ Vα1,∞ ⊗ Vβ2,±∞ → V1,∞ ⊗ Vβ2,±∞ ⊗ Vα1,∞,(2.123)
R(−,+)n [t1; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ
′] = (I ⊗ P ) (R(−)[ǫ1, ǫ2]⊗O+n [eǫ
′
t−11 , 1]). (2.124)
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It is easy to see that according to eq.(2.98),
δ
m′0
m0+n (R
−,n)m
′
2,m
′
1
m1,m2
= q(α1−1)(β2−1)/4 (2.125)
×
(
1
n!
∂nǫ2
∞∑
k=0
T
(1,+)
n,k (∂ǫ1 , ∂ǫ′, β2) h
n+k
)
(R(−,+)n [t1; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ
′])m
′
0,m
′
2,m
′
1
m0,m1,m2
∣∣∣
t1=q
α1
ǫ1,ǫ2,ǫ
′=0
,
where δ
m′0
m0+n is the Kronecker symbol.
(b) Negative (L′,L) crossing. Consider an operator
R(−,−)n [t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ
′] : V1,∞ ⊗ Vβ1,±∞ ⊗ Vα2,∞ → V1,∞ ⊗ Vα2,∞ ⊗ Vβ1,±∞,(2.126)
R(−,−)n [t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ
′] = (R(−)[ǫ1, ǫ2]⊗O+n [eǫ
′
t2, t2]) (I ⊗ P ).
According to eq.(2.98),
δ
m′0
m0+n(R
−,n)m
′
2,m
′
1
m1,m2 = q
−(β1−1)(α2−1)/4 (2.127)
×
(
1
n!
∂nǫ2
∞∑
k=0
T
(1,+)
n,k (∂ǫ′ , ∂ǫ1, β1) h
n+k
)
(R(−,−)n [t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ
′])m
′
0,m
′
2,m
′
1
m0,m1,m2
∣∣∣
t2=q
α2
ǫ1,ǫ2,ǫ
′=0
.
2. Gaining crossings.
(a) Positive (L′,L) crossing. Consider an operator
R(+,+)n [t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ
′] : V1,∞ ⊗ Vβ1,±∞ ⊗ Vα2,∞ → V1,∞ ⊗ Vα2,∞ ⊗ Vβ1,±∞,(2.128)
R(+,+)n [t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ
′] = (R(+)[ǫ1, ǫ2]⊗ O−n [eǫ
′
, 1]) (Cn ⊗ P ). (2.129)
According to eq.(2.103),
δ
m′0
m0−n (R
+,n)m
′
2,m
′
1
m1,m2
= q(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4βα (2.130)
×
(
1
n!
∂nǫ2
∞∑
k=0
T
(2,+)
n,k (∂ǫ′ , ∂ǫ1, β1, t2) h
n+k
)
(R(+,+)n [t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ
′])m
′
0,m
′
2,m
′
1
m0,m1,m2
∣∣∣
t2=q
α2
ǫ1,ǫ2,ǫ
′=0
.
(b) Negative (L,L′) crossing. Consider an operator
R(+,−)n [t1; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ
′] : V1,∞ ⊗ Vα1,∞ ⊗ Vβ2,±∞ → V1,∞ ⊗ Vβ2,±∞ ⊗ Vα1,∞,(2.131)
R(+,−)n [t1; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ
′] = (I ⊗ P ) (R(+)[ǫ1, ǫ2]⊗ O−n [eǫ
′
, 1]) (Cn ⊗ I⊗2). (2.132)
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According to eq.(2.104),
δ
m′0
m0−n (R
+,n)m
′
2,m
′
1
m1,m2
= q−(γ1−1)(γ2−1)/4αβ (2.133)
×
(
1
n!
∂nǫ2
∞∑
k=0
T
(2,+)
n,k (∂ǫ1, ∂ǫ′ , β2, t1) h
n+k
)
(R(+,+)n [t1; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ
′])m
′
0,m
′
2,m
′
1
m0,m1,m2
∣∣∣
t1=q
α1
ǫ1,ǫ2,ǫ
′=0
.
Finally, we turn to (L′,L′) crossings. We introduce two operators
R′′n,±[ǫ
′
1, ǫ
′
2]:Vβ1,±∞ ⊗ Vβ2,±∞ → Vβ2,±∞ ⊗ Vβ1,±∞, (2.134)
R′′n,±[ǫ
′
1, ǫ
′
2] = P (O
∓
n [e
ǫ′1 , 1]⊗O±n [eǫ
′
2, 1]), (2.135)
so that according to eqs.(2.106), (2.107),
(R±,n)m
′
2,m
′
1
m1,m2
= q±(β1−1)(β2−1)/4
(
T
(3,±)
n,k (β1, β2, ∂ǫ′1, ∂ǫ′2) h
n+k
)
(R′′n,±[ǫ
′
1, ǫ
′
2])
m′2,m
′
1
m1,m2
∣∣∣
ǫ′1,ǫ
′
2=0
.(2.136)
Now, according to our strategy, we take the expression for BL∪L′;M ;n and replace Rˇ and
Rˇ−1 matrices at (L,L) crossings with the matrices (2.111), (2.112), replace R±,n matrices at
losing crossings with matrices (2.124), (2.127), replace R±,n matrices at gaining crossings with
matrices (2.129), (2.132) and replace R±,n matrices at (L′,L′) crossings with matrices (2.135).
The result is the parametrized matrix B
(C)
L∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ] acting on V1,∞ ⊗ VBL;α,∞ ⊗ VBL′ ;β,±∞,
where ǫ = (ǫ; ǫ′), ǫ and ǫ′ being all the parameters ǫ and ǫ′ from the individual parametrized
matrices. We assume that the matrices (2.124), (2.127), (2.129) and (2.132) act on the
space V1,∞ in the following order: losing crossing matrices precede gaining crossing matrices
and among themselves those matrices are ordered according to the indexing of losing and
gaining crossings.
The operator B
(C)
L∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ] is a tensor product of operators
B
(C)
L∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ] = B
(C)
L;n[t; ǫ]⊗
L′⊗
j=1
BL′j ;M ;n[t; ǫ
′], (2.137)
B
(C)
L;n[t; ǫ]:V1,∞ ⊗ VBL;α,∞ → V1,∞ ⊗ VBL;α,∞, BL′j ;M ;n[t; ǫ′]:VBL′j ;βj,±∞ → VBL′j ;βj ,±∞
(note that B
(C)
L;n[t; ǫ] does not depend on M). To construct the operator B
(C)
L;n[t; ǫ], we place
the operators R+ at positive elementary crossings of L and the operators R− at negative ele-
mentary crossings of L. We also place the operators R(−) at losing crossings and R(+) (I⊗Cn)
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at gaining crossings. To construct the operators BL′j ;M ;n[t; ǫ
′] we simply place the appropriate
operators O±n at every place where a strand of Lj crosses some other strand.
We construct the differential operator Dn(t; β; ∂ǫ; h) simultaneously with BL′j ;M ;n[t; ǫ
′]
by taking the products of differential operators which accompany individual parametrized
matrices.
Proposition 2.15 The operator Dn(t; β; ∂ǫ; h) has the following form:
Dn(t; β; ∂ǫ; h) =
∞∑
n=0
Dn;n(t; β; ∂ǫ) h
n, Dn;n(t; β; ǫ) ∈ Q[t, t−1, β, ǫ], (2.138)
D0;0(t; β; ǫ) = 1. (2.139)
The expansion of the polynomials Dn;n(t; β; ǫ) in powers of t− 1 has the form
Dn;n(t; β; ǫ) =
∑
m≥0
dn;n;m(β; ǫ) (t− 1)m, dn;n;m(β; ǫ) ∈ Q[β, ǫ], (2.140)
degβ dn;n;m + degǫ′ dn;n;m ≤ |m|+ n.
Proof. Equation (2.139) follows from the similar relations in eqs. (2.93), (2.97), (2.100)
and (2.105). Equations (2.138) and (2.140) follow easily from Theorem 2.11 and Corol-
lary 2.12. ✷
We chose the matrix elements of gaining and losing crossing operators R
(±)
n in such
a way that if we take any diagonal element of the operator Dn(t; β; ∂ǫ; h)BL′j ;M ;n[t; ǫ
′] at
|n+| = |n−| in the space V1,∞, then, according to Proposition 2.13, the resulting operator
acting on VBL;α,∞⊗VBL′ ;β,±∞ coincides with the expansion of BL∪L′;M ;n, as described in that
proposition. In particular, if we take a diagonal element corresponding to f0, then
BL∪L′;M ;n = Dn(t; β; ∂ǫ; h) TrV1,∞(PMλ
2mˆ
∗ ⊗ I⊗N)B(C)L∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ]
∣∣∣ λ∗=0
t=qα
ǫ=0
(2.141)
(here we used an obvious fact that PMf0 = f0).
Let us remove all operators Cn from the expressions for B
(C)
L∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ] and B
(C)
L;n[t; ǫ].
We denote the resulting operators as BL∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ] and BL[t; ǫ] (note that BL[t; ǫ] no longer
depends on n). Since the change in the indexm0 of the vector fm0 ∈ V1,∞, as it passes through
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the operators (2.125), (2.127), (2.130) and (2.133), is fixed by the Kronecker symbols, then
the removal of the operators Cn from the r.h.s. of eq.(2.141) can be compensated by dividing
it by the product of factorials coming from eq.(2.122)
BL∪L′;M ;n = F (n
+) Dn(t; β; ∂ǫ; h) TrV1,∞(I
⊗N ⊗ PMλ2mˆ∗ )B(C)L∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ]
∣∣∣ λ∗=0
t=qα
ǫ=0
, (2.142)
F (n+) =
(
N+∑
i=1
(|n+| −∑i−1j=1 n+j
n+i
))−1
. (2.143)
It remains to ‘parametrize’ the expansion (2.108) of the matrix elements of the operator
Qλ,∗. We introduce the numbers Ck,n ∈ Q according to the formula
1
n!
(
(1 + h)−1/2 − 1)n =∑
k≥n
Ck,n h
k. (2.144)
Note that
C0,0 = 1 (2.145)
Since
λ2m q−m =
(
λ+
(
(1 + h)−1/2 − 1) λ)2m
=
(
∞∑
n=0
(
(1 + h)−1/2 − 1)n
n!
(λ ∂λ)
n
)
λ2m
=

 ∑
k≥0
0≤n≤k
Ck,n h
k (λ ∂λ)
n

 λ2m, (2.146)
then the r.h.s. of the following equation represents the expansion of the matrix elements of
Q
[1]
q,∗ described by eq.(2.108)
Q
(N)
λ,∗ Q
[1]
q,∗ = D(λ; ∂λ; h)Q
(N)
λ,∗ , (2.147)
where
D(λ; ∂λ; h) =
∑
k≥0
0≤n≤k
Ck,n h
k λn ∂nλ . (2.148)
Consider a product of operators
Dn(t;λ; β; ∂ǫ; ∂λ; h) = D(λ; ∂λ; h)Dn(t; β; ∂ǫ; h) (2.149)
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Proposition 2.16 The operator Dn(t;λ; β; ∂ǫ; ∂λ; h) is a power series in h
Dn(t;λ; β; ∂ǫ; ∂λ; h) =
∞∑
n=0
Dn;n(t;λ; β; ∂ǫ; ∂λ) h
n, Dn;n(t;λ; β; ǫ; x) ∈ Q[t, t−1, λ, β, ǫ, x],
D0,0(t;λ; β; ǫ; x) = 1, (2.150)
degǫDn;n + degxDn;n ≤ 2n, (2.151)
Dn;n(t;λ; β; ǫ; x) =
∑
m≥0
dm,n,n(λ; β; ǫ; x) (t− 1)m, (2.152)
degx dm,n,n + degβ dm,n,n + degǫ′ dm,n,n ≤ 2n+ |m|. (2.153)
and its action on the trace of the operator Q
(N)
λ,∗ BL∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ] yields the expansion (2.83), so
that
Aβ;n |n(L,L′λ; t|M) = F (n+)Dn;n(t;λ; β; ∂ǫ; ∂λ) (2.154)
× TrV1,∞⊗VBL;α,∞ P ∗L;MQλ∗;λBL[t; ǫ]
L′∏
j=1
TrVB
L′
j
;βj,±∞
PL′;M Q
′
λ;jBL′j ;M ;n[t; ǫ
′]
∣∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
λ∗=0
,
where
P ∗L;M = PM ⊗ PL;M , Qλ∗;λ = λ2mˆ∗ ⊗Q(|N |)λ,∗ (2.155)
and
Q′λ;j =


(
λ2mˆ
)⊗|N ′|
if j > 1 or L is non-empty,
λ2mˆ0 ⊗
(
λ2mˆ
)⊗N ′j if j = 1 and L is empty (2.156)
Proof. Equation (2.150) follows from eqs. (2.139) and (2.145). The bounds (2.151) and
(2.153) follow from Proposition 2.15 and from eq.(2.148). Equation (2.141) says that its r.h.s.
represents the expansion of the matrix elements of its l.h.s. in powers of h, and according to
Proposition 2.11, that expansion leads to the expansion (2.85). Therefore
Aβ;n |n(L,L′λ; t|M) = F (n+)Dn;n(t;λ; β; ∂ǫ; ∂λ) (2.157)
× TrV1,∞⊗VBL;α,∞⊗VBL′ ;β,±∞(P
∗
L;M ⊗ PL′;M)(λ2mˆ∗ ⊗Q(N)λ,∗ )BL∪L′;M ;n[t; ǫ]
∣∣∣
ǫ=0
λ∗=0
According to eq.(2.137), the trace of this equation can be presented as a product of traces,
and this leads us to eq.(2.154). ✷
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2.2.5 Calculating the traces
Our next goal is to calculate the traces of eq.(2.154) in the limit of M →∞. We start with
the trace over V1,∞ ⊗ VBL;α,∞. We will calculate it with the help of the following
Lemma 2.17 Let Oˆ be an operator acting on a space CN such that the absolute values of its
eigenvalues are less than 1. We extend Oˆ to a homorphism O of the algebra C[z1, . . . , zN ].
Then there exists a limit
lim
M→∞
TrC[z1,...,zN ] PMO =
1
detCN (1− Oˆ)
, (2.158)
where PM is a projector onto the polynomials of degree less than M .
Proof. Equation (2.158) is a multi-dimensional generalization of the formula for the sum of
a geometric series. ✷
We identify a Verma module Vα,∞ with the algebra C[z]
fm ↔ zm. (2.159)
Then it is easy to verify that the operators (2.111), (2.112), (2.119) and (2.120) are algebra
homomorhisms generated by the following 2× 2 matrices
Rˆ+[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4] =
(
eǫ1+ǫ3(1− t−12 + ǫ4) eǫ2t−11
eǫ1 0
)
, (2.160)
Rˆ−[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4] =
(
0 eǫ2
eǫ1t2 e
ǫ2+ǫ3t−11 t2(1− t1 + ǫ4)
)
, (2.161)
Rˆ(+)[ǫ1, ǫ2] =
(
1 0
ǫ2 e
ǫ1
)
, (2.162)
Rˆ(−)[ǫ1, ǫ2] =
(
1 ǫ2e
ǫ1
0 eǫ1
)
. (2.163)
Therefore, we conclude that the whole matrix BL[t; ǫ] is a homomorphism of the algebra
C[z0, . . . , z|N |] which is generated by a matrix BˆL[t; ǫ] acting on C
|N |+1. BˆL[t; ǫ] is constructed
by putting the operators Rˆ±[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4] and Rˆ
(±)[ǫ1, ǫ2] acting on the appropriate
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basis vectors of C|N |+1, in place of the operators R±[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4] and R
(±)[ǫ1, ǫ2] in the
expression for BL[t; ǫ].
Since Qλ∗;λ is also an algebra homomorphism generated by the matrix
Qˆλ∗,λ = diag(λ∗, λ0, λ, . . . , λ), (2.164)
then we can calculate the first trace of eq.(2.154) in the limit of M → ∞ with the help of
Lemma 2.17.
Proposition 2.18 There is a vicinity of ǫ = 0, t = 1, λ∗, λ = 0 in which there is a uniform
convergence
lim
M→∞
TrV1,∞⊗VBL;α,∞ P
∗
L;M Qλ∗;λBL[t; ǫ] =
1
detC|N|+1(I − Qˆλ∗,λBˆL[t; ǫ])
. (2.165)
Proof. An inspection the matrix elements of the operators Qλ∗;λ and BL[t; ǫ] indicates that
there is a vicinity of ǫ = 0, t = 1, λ∗, λ0, λ = 0 in which the absolute values of the eigenvalues
of the operator Qˆλ∗,λBˆL[t; ǫ] are less than 1. Then eq.(2.165) follows from eq.(2.158). ✷
We denote
Q(L; t;λ) = detC|N|+1(I − Qˆλ∗,λBˆL[t; ǫ])
∣∣∣
ǫ,λ∗=0
, (2.166)
because we will show that this determinant is indeed the polynomial mentioned in Proposi-
tion 2.7.
Proposition 2.19 The function Q(L; t;λ) satisfies the properties (2.67) and (2.69).
Proof. Relation (2.67) follows from the structure of the matrix elements of matrices (2.160)–
(2.163) and (2.164). To prove eq.(2.69), note that
Rˆ±[t1, t2; ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4]
∣∣∣
ǫ=0
= ρ±[t1, t2], Rˆ
(±)[ǫ1, ǫ2]
∣∣∣
ǫ1,ǫ2=0
= I. (2.167)
Therefore BˆL[t; ǫ] has a block form at ǫ = 0
BˆL[t; ǫ] =
(
1 0
0 BL[t]
)
, (2.168)
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where BL[t] is the matrix of Burau representation. Similarly
Qˆλ∗,λ
∣∣∣
λ∗=0
λ=1
=
(
0 0
0 Q
)
, (2.169)
where Q is defined by eq.(1.28). Then eq.(2.69) follows from eq.(1.29). ✷
Now it remains to calculate the traces
TrVB
L′
j
;βj,±∞
PL′;M Q
′
λ;j BL′j ;M ;n[t; ǫ
′] (2.170)
of eq. (2.154). Consider the product of matrix elements of operators which constitute
Q′λ;j BL′j ;M ;n[t; ǫ
′]. Suppose that we start with a vector fmj of the space Vβj , which is the first
space in the second tensor product of (2.42). Since the choice of the numbers n fixes the
changes in mj as this vector evolves along the strands of Lj, then it is easy to see that, if
M > βj + 2|n|, then the projectors PM can be removed from the expression for BL′j ;M ;n[t; ǫ′]
and the projector PL′;M can be removed from (2.170) without affecting the trace. As a result,
the product of the matrix elements has the form Xj Y
mj
j where Xj(t, λ, ǫ
′) and Yj(t, λ, ǫ
′)
are the products of non-negative powers of eǫ
′
, λ, t and t−1 which depend on n (we do not
indicate this dependence explicitly in order to simplify notations). In particular,
Xj(t, λ, ǫ
′)| λ=1
λ0,ǫ
′=0
= 1, Yj(t, λ, ǫ
′)| λ=1
λ0,ǫ
′=0
=
L∏
i=1
t
−lij
i if n = 0. (2.171)
Calculating the trace over Vβj amounts to taking a sum over mj , so
lim
M→∞
TrVB
L′
j
;βj,±∞
PL′;M Q
′
λ;j BL′j ;M ;n[t; ǫ
′] =
βj−1∑
mj=0
Xj Y
mj
j = Xj
Y
βj
j − 1
Yj − 1 . (2.172)
Proposition 2.20 For non-negative integers l, l the expression
Zj(β; t) = ∂
l
λ∂
l
ǫ′
(
Xj
Y
βj
j − 1
Yj − 1
)∣∣∣∣∣
λ=1
λ0,ǫ
′=0
(2.173)
has two properties: for fixed β
Zj(β; t) ∈ Z[t, t−1] (2.174)
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and its expansion in powers of t− 1 has the form
Zj(β; t) =
∑
m≥0
Zj,m(βj) (t− 1)m,
Zj,m(βj) ∈ Q[βj ], degZj,m ≤ |m|+ |l|+ l + 1. (2.175)
Proof. The property (2.174) is easy to see if we reverse eq.(2.172)
Zj(β; t) = ∂
l
λ∂
l
ǫ′

Xj βj−1∑
mj=0
Y
mj
j


∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ=1
λ0,ǫ
′=0
. (2.176)
In order to prove the property (2.175) we expand the expression (2.172) inside the r.h.s. of
eq.(2.173) in powers of Yj − 1
Zj(β; t) = ∂
l
λ∂
l
ǫ′
(
Xj
∞∑
n=0
(
βj
n+ 1
)
(Yj − 1)n
)∣∣∣∣∣
λ=1
λ0,ǫ
′=0
. (2.177)
Each of the derivatives ∂λ, ∂ǫ′ reduces the power of Yj − 1 at most by one unit. Therefore
the bound (2.175) follows from eq.(2.177), if we observe that since Yj| λ=1
λ0,ǫ
′=0
is a product of
the powers of t, then the expansion of (Yj − 1)| λ=1
λ0,ǫ
′=0
in powers of t−1 starts at degree 1. ✷
Now we have all the ingredients which are necessary to finish the proof of Proposition 2.7.
Proof of Proposition 2.7. Combining eqs.(2.172) and (2.165) with eq.(2.154) we conclude
that
lim
M→∞
Aβ;n |n(L,L′λ; t|M) = F (n+) (2.178)
× Dn;n(t;λ; β; ∂ǫ; ∂λ)
∏L′
j=1Xj
Y
βj
j −1
Yj−1
detC|N|+1(I − Qˆλ∗,λBˆL[t; ǫ])
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ∗,ǫ=0
.
Since the sum in the r.h.s. of eq.(2.109) is finite, then the limit of the l.h.s. at M → ∞ is
equal to the sum of limits
lim
M→∞
Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M) =
∑
n≥0
|n+|=|n−|
|n−|+|n′′|≤n
(
F (n+) (2.179)
× Dn;n(t;λ; β; ∂ǫ; ∂λ)
∏L′
j=1Xj
Y
βj
j −1
Yj−1
detC|N |+1(I − Qˆλ∗,λBˆL[t; ǫ])
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ∗,ǫ=0
.
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The operators Dn;n(t;λ; β; ∂ǫ; ∂λ) are combinations of derivatives, their structure is de-
scribed by Proposition 2.16. The action of the derivatives ∂λ and ∂ǫ on the denominator in the
r.h.s. of eq.(2.179) will increase its power and bring its derivatives to the numerator. Hence
the power of Q(L; t;λ) in the denominator of eq.(2.68) follows from the bound (2.151). The
action of the derivatives ∂ǫ′, ∂λ on the numerator is described by Proposition 2.20. The order
of the derivatives ∂ǫ′ at each monomial of t−1 in the expansion (2.152) of Dn;n(t;λ; β; ∂ǫ; ∂λ)
is restricted by (2.153), hence the bound (2.72).
Thus we proved that the r.h.s. of eq.(2.179) has the same form as the r.h.s. of eq.(2.68)
except that we can only claim that
Qβ;n(L,L′; t;λ) ∈ Q[t, t−1, λ]. (2.180)
To prove the integrality of the coefficients of Qβ;n(L,L′; t;λ) we rewrite eq.(2.68) as
Q2n+1(L; t;λ) lim
M→∞
Aβ;n(L,L′;λ; t|M) = Qβ;n(L,L′; t;λ). (2.181)
Now the integrality of the coefficients of Qβ;n(L,L′; t;λ) follows from the integrality of the
coefficients of Q(L; t;λ) and from (2.65). Finally, relation (2.70) follows from eqs. (2.150)
and (2.171). ✷
2.3 Removal of parametrization
Now it’s time to go back to the original (unparametrized and unregularized) Jones polynomial
by setting λ0 = 0, λ = 1 in eq.(2.68). We define a formal power series
Jˇ
(r)
β (L,L′; t; h) = (2.182)

1
h
qφlk(L,L
′;β)+φ2(β)
Φβ(L,L′; t)
∇A(L; t)
∞∑
n=0
Qβ;n(L,L′; t;λ)
∣∣∣
λ0=0
λ=1(
Φ−11 (BL; t) (t1/21 − t−1/21 )∇A(L; t)
)2n hn, if L ≥ 1,
1
h
qφlk(∅,L
′;β)+φ2(β) (1− q−β1)
∞∑
n=0
Qβ;n(∅;L′;λ)
∣∣∣
λ0=0
λ=1
hn if L = 0,
where
φ2(β) =
1
2
(
L∑
j=1
(ljj −Nj − 1)−
L′∑
j=1
(l′jj −N ′j − 1)(βj − 1)
)
+ 1, (2.183)
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while φlk(L,L′; β) and Φβ(L,L′; t) are defined by eqs.(1.60) and (1.61).
We used the same notation for the series (2.182) as in eq.(1.50), because we will ultimately
show that both expressions are the same.
Proposition 2.21 Formal power sereis (2.182) satisfies three properties of Jˇ
(r)
β (L,L′; t; h)
(eqs.(1.51), (1.52) and (1.53)) listed in Main Theorem, except that if L ≥ 2, then eq.(1.53)
is satisfied only if i 6= 1.
Proof. Equations (1.51), (1.52) follow from eqs.(2.73) and (2.74) respectively if we write the
latter equations at λ0 = 0, λ = 1. To prove eq.(1.53) we have to consider two cases.
Suppose that L ≥ 2 and i 6= 1. According to eq.(2.69) and Torres formula (1.24),
Q(L; t;λ)| ti=1
λ0=0
λ=1
= Φ−11 (BL; t) (t1/21 − t−1/21 )∇A(L; t)
∣∣∣
ti=1
(2.184)
= Φ−11 (BL; t) (t1/21 − t−1/21 )
∣∣∣
ti=1
(
L−1∏
j=1
t
lij/2
j −
L−1∏
j=1
t
−lij/2
j
)
∇A(L(i); t(i))
According to our assumptions,(
L−1∏
j=1
t
lij/2
j −
L−1∏
j=1
t
−lij/2
j
)
6≡ 0, ∇A(L(i); t(i)) 6≡ 0. (2.185)
Hence, according to eq. (2.184), Q(L; t;λ)| ti=1
λ0=0
λ=1
6≡ 0 and therefore eq. (1.53) follows from
eq.(2.75).
Suppose now that L = 1. According to eqs.(2.69), (1.20) and (1.18),
Q0(L; t1;λ)| t1=1
λ0=0
λ=1
= Φ−11 (L; t1)∆A(L; t1)
∣∣
t1=1
= 1 6≡ 0. (2.186)
Therefore we can apply eq.(2.75). Equation (2.64) indicates that
Φ2(−α1; t[1];λ; β)
∣∣
λ0=0
= 0 if α1 > 0, (2.187)
so that we can drop the term with µ = −1 from the l.h.s. of eq.(2.75) if λ0 = 0. Thus we
arrive at eq.(1.53) for L = 1. ✷
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Proposition 2.22 There exists a set of polynomials P˜β;n(L,L′; t) ∈ Z[t1/2, t−1/2, 1/2] such
that
P˜β;n(L,L′; t) ∈ Z[t, t−1], (2.188)
P˜β;0(L,L′; t) =
L′∏
j=1
1−
(∏L
i=1 t
lij
i
)−βj
1−
(∏L
i=1 t
lij
i
)−1 , (2.189)
an expansion of P˜β;n(L,L′; t) in powers of t− 1 has a form
P˜β;n(L,L′; t) =
∑
m≥0
p˜m;n(L,L′; β) (t− 1)m,
p˜m;n(L,L′; β) ∈ Q[β], deg p˜m;n ≤ 2(|m|+ n) + 1. (2.190)
and
Jˇ
(r)
β (L,L′; t; h) (2.191)
=


qφlk(L,L
′;β)
∞∑
n=0
P˜β;n(L′) hn if L = 0,
1
h
qφlk(L,L
′;β)
Φβ(L,L′; t1)
∇A(L; t1)
∞∑
n=0
P˜β;n(L,L′; t1)
∆2nA (L; t1)
hn if L = 1,
1
h
qφlk(L,L
′;β)
Φβ(L,L′; t)
∇A(L; t)
∞∑
n=0
P˜β;n(L,L′; t)(
(t1 − 1)∇A(L; t)
)2n hn if L ≥ 2,
Proof. The expressions (2.191) can be derived directly from eq. (2.182). If L = 0, then we
have to expand the factor qφ3(β)+1 (1 − q−β1) in powers of h. If L ≥ 1, then we expand
the factor qφ2(β) in powers of h and combine the factors Φ−2n1 (BL; t) with the polynomials
Qβ;n(L,L′; t;λ)
∣∣∣
λ0=0
λ=1
. Equation (2.189) follows from eqs. (2.182), (1.61) and (2.70). The
property (2.188) follows from (2.67) and from the fact that φ2(β) ∈ Z, because it is not hard
to prove that
ljj −Nj − 1, l′jj −N ′j − 1 ∈ Z. (2.192)
The bound (2.190) on the degree of the polynomials P˜m;n follows easily from the similar
bound (2.72). ✷
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3 Uniqueness arguments
3.1 Proof of Main Theorem
The claims of Proposition 2.22 are very similar to those of Main Theorem. In fact we
will prove all claims of Main Theorem if we show two things: the formal power series
Jˇ
(r)
β (L,L′; t; h) is an invariant of L,L′ (that is, its value does not depend on a choice of
a braid BL∪L′ used to calculate it) and if L ≥ 2, then polynomials P˜β;n(L,L′; t) are divisible
by (t1 − 1)2n.
Theorem 3.1 (Uniqueness Theorem) Let L∗ be a subset of the set of all links, such that
the empty link and all 1-component links belong to it, and if L ∈ L∗ and a knot L0 is
algebraically connected to L, then L0 ∪ L ∈ L∗. Suppose that for any pair of oriented links
L′, L ∈ L∗ and for any number l, 1 ≤ l ≤ L, there exists a non-empty set CL,L′;l such that
for any c ∈ CL,L′;l there exist formal power series
G(c)(L; a) ∈ Q[[a]], F (c)n (L,L′; a; β) ∈ Q[β][[a]], n ≥ 0, (3.1)
which satisfy the following properties:
G(c)(L; a) 6≡ 0, (3.2)
if Lj is algebraically connected to L(j) then
G(c)(L; a)∣∣
aj=0
6≡ 0 (3.3)
and a formal power series
I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) =


∞∑
n=0
F (c)n (L′; β) ǫn if L = 0,
∞∑
n=0
F
(c)
n (L,L′; a1; β)
(G(c)(L; a1))2n+1
ǫn if L = 1,
∞∑
n=0
F
(c)
n (L,L′; a; β)
(alG(c)(L; a))2n+1
ǫn if L ≥ 2.
(3.4)
satisfies the following properties
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(1) If L is empty, then I(c)(∅,L′; β) is an invariant of an oriented link L′, that is, it is the
same for all c ∈ CL′;.
(2) For any j, 1 ≤ j ≤ L′ and for any c ∈ CL,L′;l there exists c′ ∈ CL,L′
[1]
;l such that
I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ)∣∣
βj=1
= I(c)(L,L′(j); a; β(j); ǫ). (3.5)
(3) Suppose that for a number i, 1 ≤ i ≤ L, L(i) ∈ L∗ and Li is algebraically connected to
L(i). Then for any c ∈ CL,L′;l there exists c′ ∈ CL[1],LL∪L′;l and for any c′ ∈ CL[1],LL∪L′;l
there exists c ∈ CL,L′;l such that
I(c
′)(L(i),Lj ∪ L′; a(i); β0, β; ǫ) (3.6)
=


I(c)(L,L′; ǫβ0; β; ǫ) if L = 1,∑
µ=±1
µ e
iπµβ0
∑
1≤j≤L
j 6=i
lijaj
I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ)∣∣
ai=ǫβ0
if L ≥ 2 and i 6= l.
Then
(1) The formal power series I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) is an invariant of a pair consisting of an
oriented link L ∈ L∗ and a link L′, that is, for any two numbers l1, l2, 1 ≤ l1, l2 ≤ L
and for two elements c1,2 ∈ CL,L′;l1,2,
I(c1)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) = I(c2)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ). (3.7)
(2) The invariant I(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) is an odd function of β, that is, for any j, 1 ≤ j ≤ L′
I(L,L′; a; β1, . . . ,−βj , . . . , βL′ ; ǫ) = −I(L ∪ L′; a; β; ǫ) (3.8)
(we dropped the index (c), because in view of eq.(3.7), I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) does not depend
on it).
(3) If L is algebraically connected, then the formal power series F (c)n (L,L′; a; β) is divisible
by a2n+1l in Q[β][[a]].
(4) If the series G(c)(L; a) is an invariant of L, then for any link L ∈ L∗ the series
F
(c)
n (L,L′; a; β) is divisible by a2n+1l in Q[β][[a]].
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Corollary 3.2 Suppose that in addition to the conditions of Uniqueness Theorem the in-
variant I(∅,L′; β; ǫ) does not depend on the orientation of L′. Then
(1) The invariant I(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) does not depend on the orientation of L′.
(2) Let L¯ be a link which differs from L ∈ L∗ only by the orientation of its component Lj.
Then
I(L¯,L′; a; β; ǫ) = −I(L ∪ L′; a1, . . . ,−aj , . . . , aL; β; ǫ) (3.9)
(3) If we take an oriented link L ∈ L∗ and reverse the orientations of all of its components,
then for the resulting link L¯
I(L¯,L′; a; β; ǫ) = I(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) (3.10)
We will prove Uniqueness Theorem and Corollary 3.2 in the next subsection. Here we
will show how they help to derive Main Theorem from Proposition 2.22.
Proof of Main Theorem Let L∗ be a set of all links whose Alexander-Conway function is
not identially equal to zero. Let CL,L′;l be the set of braids BL∪L′ whose closure is L ∪ L′.
Finally, let I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) be a formal power series hJˇ (r)β (L,L′; t; h) in which we perform
the following substitution
t = ea, h = eǫ − 1. (3.11)
A simple manipulation with eq.(2.191) brings it to the form (3.4) with
G(c)(L; a) =

 ∆A(L; e
a1) if L = 1,
∇A(L; ea) if L ≥ 2.
(3.12)
Now a simple manipulation brings Jˇ
(r)
β (L,L′; t; h) of eq. (2.191) to the form (3.4). There-
fore Proposition 2.22 implies that all conditions of Uniqueness Theorem hold. In its turn,
Uniqueness Theorem says that for L ≥ 2, P˜β;n(L,L′; ea) has to be divisible by a2n1 . In view
of (2.188) this means that
P˜β;n(L,L′; t)
(t1 − 1)2n ∈ Z[t, t
−1]. (3.13)
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Thus we can set
P ′β;n(L,L′; t) =


P˜β;n(L,L′; t) if L = 0, 1,
P˜β;n(L,L′; t)
(t1 − 1)2n if L ≥ 2,
(3.14)
and eq.(2.191) will turn into eq.(1.59) with the relation (3.12) guaranteeing (1.62).
Equation (1.50) follows from eq. (1.59) if we combine Φβ(L,L′; t) with the polynomials
P ′β;n(L,L′; t) and expand the factor qφlk(L,L
′;β) in powers of h. Equation (1.54) follows from
eq.(2.189). Relation (1.48) follows from (1.62) because
Φβ(L,L′; t) ∈ Z[t1/2, t−1/2], φlk(L,L′; β) ∈ 1
2
Z. (3.15)
The property (1.51) of Jˇ
(r)
β (∅,L′; h) together with the independence of the colored Jones
polynomial Jβ(L′; q) of the orientation of the link L′ implies that the condition of Corol-
lary 3.2 is satisfied. Therefore Uniqueness Theorem and Corollary (3.2) together say that
the formal power series Jˇ
(r)
β (L,L′; t; h) (and hence the polynomials Pβ;n(L,L′; t)) is an in-
variant of an oriented link L and a link L′.
Relations (1.55), (1.56) follow from eqs.(3.9), (3.10) and from the properties (1.22), (1.23)
of the Alexander-Conway function. Relation (1.57) follows from eq.(3.8). ✷
3.2 Proof of Uniqueness Theorem
3.2.1 Algebraically connected links
First of all, we will prove an obvious lemma.
Lemma 3.3 The set L∗ of Uniqueness Theorem contains all algebraically connected links.
Proof. We use induction in the number L of link components. Since L∗ contains the empty
link, then lemma holds for L = 0. Suppose that all the algebraically connected links with
L − 1 components belong to L∗. Let L be an L-component algebraically connected link.
Then L[1] ∈ L∗. Since, by definition, LL is algebraically connected to L[1], then, according
to the property of L∗, L ∈ L∗. ✷
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Proposition 3.4 Claims 1 and 3 of Uniqueness Theorem hold for algebraically connected
links.
We need two lemmas in order to prove this proposition.
Lemma 3.5 If the series I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) is unique for an L-component algebraically con-
nected link L with L ≥ 2, then F (c)n (L,L′; a; β) is divisible by a2n+1l in Q[β][[a]].
Proof. For a number l, 1 ≤ l ≤ L and an element c ∈ CL,L′;l choose another number l′ 6= l,
1 ≤ l ≤ L and an element c′ ∈ CL,L′;l′. Uniqueness means that for any n ≥ 0
F
(c)
n (L,L′; a; β)(
alG(c)(L; a)
)2n+1 = F (c
′)
n (L,L′; a; β)(
al′G(c
′)(L; a)
)2n+1 , (3.16)
or, equivalently,
F (c)n (L,L′; a; β)
(
al′G
(c′)(L; a)
)2n+1
= F (c
′)
n (L,L′; a; β)
(
alG
(c)(L; a)
)2n+1
. (3.17)
The r.h.s. of this equation is divisible by a2n+1l , while G
(c′)(L; a) is not divisible by al, because,
since L is algebraically connected, then Ll is algebraically connected to L\Ll and as a result,
according to eq.(3.3),
G(c
′)(L; a)
∣∣∣
al
6≡ 0. (3.18)
Therefore F
(c)
n (L,L′; a; β) has to be divisible by a2n+1l . ✷
Lemma 3.6 Let L ≥ 2. Assume that the series I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) is unique for all alge-
braically connected L− 1-component links. Suppose that the components of an L-component
link L are indexed in such a way that the link L[1] is also algebraically connected. Then for
any two numbers l1, l2 6= L and for any two elements c1 ∈ CL∪L′;l1, c2 ∈ CL∪L′;l2
I(c1)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) = I(c2)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ). (3.19)
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Proof. Since L is algebraically connected, then LL is algebraically connected to L[1] and
then, according to eq.(3.3),
G(ci)(L; a)∣∣
aL=0
6≡ 0, i = 1, 2. (3.20)
Therefore we can expand I(ci)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) in powers of aL
I(ci)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) =
∞∑
m,n=0
I(ci)m,n(L,L′; a[1]; β) amL ǫn, i = 1, 2, (3.21)
I(ci)m,n(L,L′; a[1]; β) =
H
(ci)
m,n(L,L′; a[1]; β)
a2n+1li
(
G(ci)(L; a)
)2n+m+1 , (3.22)
where H
(ci)
m,n(L,L′; a[1]; β) ∈ Q[β][a[1]]. Equation (3.19) would follow from the relations
I(c1,c2)m,n (L,L′; a[1]; β) = 0, m, n ≥ 0, (3.23)
where
I
(c1,c2)
m,n (L,L′; a[1]; β) = I(c1)m,n(L,L′; a[1]; β)− I(c2)m,n(L,L′; a[1]; β). (3.24)
We are going to prove relations (3.23). Since, according to our assumptions, L[1] is
algebraically connected and the series I(c)(L[1],L′; a[1]; β) is unique, then, in view of eq.(3.6),∑
µL=±1
µL e
iπµLαL
∑L−1
j=1 ljLaj
(
I(c1)(L,L′; a[1];µLαL; β; ǫ)− I(c1)(L,L′; a[1];µLαL; β; ǫ)
)
= 0. (3.25)
Rewriting the series I(ci)(L,L′; a[1];µLαL; β; ǫ) with the help of eq.(3.21), we find that
∞∑
n=0
ǫn
[ ∑
µL=±1
µL e
iπµLαL
∑L−1
j=1 ljLaj
(
n∑
m=0
I
(c1,c2)
m,n−m(L,L′; a[1]; β)µmLαmL
)]
= 0. (3.26)
As a function of αL, each of the two terms in the sum over µL is a product of an exponential
and a polynomial. Since, according to our assumptions,
µLαL
L−1∑
j=1
ljLaj 6≡ 0, (3.27)
then the exponents in both terms are different and therefore each term in the sum over µL
has to be equal to zero. Hence we come to eq.(3.23) and to eq.(3.19). ✷
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Proof of Proposition 3.4. The proof is by induction in the number of link components L.
If L = 0, then the claim of Uniqueness Theorem is equivalent to Property 1 of the series
I(c)(L′; β).
If L = 1, then the uniqueness of I(c)(L1,L′; a1; β) follows from eq. (3.6) and from the
uniqueness of I(c
′)(L′; ǫa1, β).
If L = 2, then we have to consider two cases. For l = 1, 2 and for c1,2 ∈ CL,L′;l the
uniqueness relation (3.6) follows from Lemma 3.6. The case of l1 = 1, l2 = 2 requires a
special consideration. Let us expand
F
(cj)
n (L,L′; a1, a2; β)(
G(cj)(L; a1, a2)
)2n+1 = ∞∑
m1,m2=0
H(cj)m1,m2,n(L,L′; β) am11 am22 . (3.28)
Then the uniqueness of the series I(c)(L,L′; a1, a2; β) would follow from the relation
H
(c1)
2n+m1+1,m2,n(L,L′; β) = H(c2)m1,2n+m2+1,n(L,L′; β) for all m1, m2 and n. (3.29)
Let us apply the property (3.6) to I(cj)(L,L′; a1, a2; β) twice first reducing it to
I(c
′
j)(Lj,Lk∪L′; aj ; ǫαk, β), where 1 ≤ k 6= j ≤ 2, and then reducing it further to I(c′′j )(∅;L∪
L′; ǫα1, ǫα2, β). We introduce a notation∑
m1,m2,n
X(c1,c2)m1,m2,n(L,L′; β)αm11 αm22 ǫn =
∑
µ=±1
µ eiπǫ l12α1α2 (3.30)
×
∞∑
m1,m2,n=0
(
H(c1)m1,m2,n(L,L′; β)µm2αm1−2n−11 αm22
+H(c2)m1,m2,n(L,L′; β)µm1αm11 αm2−2n−12
)
ǫm1+m2−n−1
(note that only a finite number of coefficients H
(cj)
m1,m2,n(L,L′; β) contributes to any given
coefficient X). The uniqueness of I(c
′′)(∅;L ∪ L′; ǫα1, ǫα2, β) implies the following relation
X(c1,c2)m1,m2,n(L,L′; β) = 0 for all m1, m2, n. (3.31)
It is easy to see from eq.(3.30) that for any two integers m1, m2∑
n
X
(c1,c2)
m1−n,m2−n,m1+m2−n α
m1−n
1 α
m2−n
2 ǫ
m1+m2−n =
∑
µ=±1
µ eiπǫ l12α1α2 (3.32)
×
∑
n
(
H
(c1)
m1+n−1,m2−n,n(L,L′; β)−H(c2)m1−n,m2+n−1,n(L,L′; β)
)
αm1−n1 α
m2−n
2 ǫ
m1+m2−n.
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Therefore, the relation (3.31) implies that the r.h.s. of eq.(3.32) has to be identically equal
to zero. Since the indices of the coefficients H have to be non-negative, then the sum over
n in eq.(3.32) contains only finitely many terms. Therefore since l1,2 6= 0, then the r.h.s. of
eq.(3.32) can be identically equal to zero only if
H
(c1)
m1+n+1,m2−n,n
(L,L′; β)−H(c2)m1−n,m2+n+1,n(L,L′; β) = 0 for any m1, m2 and n. (3.33)
This condition is obviously equivalent to (3.29), hence we proved the uniqueness of the series
I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) for 2-component links.
Suppose now that L > 2 and that the series I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) is unique for all algebraically
connected links with L− 1 components. Consider an L-component algebraically connected
link L. Let us construct a special graph Γ(L) with L vertices identified with link components.
Two vertices corresponding to link components Lj1 and Lj2 are connected by an edge if there
exists a third component Lk such that k 6= j1, j2 and the sublink L \ Lk is algebraically
connected.
Lemma 3.7 For an algebraically connected link L, the graph Γ(L) is connected.
Proof. We leave the proof to the reader. ✷
According to Lemma 3.6, if two vertices j1 and j2 of the graph are connected, then for any
two elements c1 ∈ CL∪L′;j1, c2 ∈ CL∪L′;j2 the corresponding series I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) are equal.
Therefore, the uniqueness of this series for L follows from Lemma 3.7. This completes
the induction argument for the proof of uniqueness of I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) for algebraically
connected links. The divisibility of F
(c)
n (L,L′; a; β) by a2n+1l follows from Lemma 3.5. ✷
3.2.2 General links
Now we can prove the claims of Uniqueness Theorem for any link L ∈ L∗.
Proof Claim 1 of Uniqueness Theorem. Let L ∈ L∗ be an L-component link. Let us add an
extra 0-th component L0 such that the link L0 ∪L is algebraically connected. According to
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eq.(3.6), for any integer l, 1 ≤ l ≤ L and for any c ∈ CL,L′;l there exists c′ ∈ CL0,L′;l such that
I(c)(L,L0 ∪ L′; a;α0, β; ǫ) =
∑
µ0=±1
µ0 e
iπµ0α0
∑L−1
j=1 ljLajI(c
′)(L0 ∪ L,L′;µ0α0, a; β; ǫ). (3.34)
Equation (3.5) allows us to remove the extra component L0 from the l.h.s. of eq.(3.34)
I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) =
∑
µ0=±1
µ0 e
iπµ0α0
∑L−1
j=1 ljLajI(c
′)(L0 ∪ L,L′;µ0α0, a; β; ǫ)
∣∣∣
α0=1
. (3.35)
The link L0∪L is algebraically connected. Therefore, according to Proposition 3.4, the r.h.s.
of eq.(3.35) does not depend on c′, hence the l.h.s. does not depend on c. This proves the
uniqueness of I(c)(L,L′; a; β; ǫ). ✷
Proof of Claim 2 of Uniqueness Theorem. Consider an oriented L-component link L ∈ L∗
and an oriented L′-component link L′. Choose a number k, 1 ≤ k ≤ L′. Let us add an extra
component L0 to L in such a way that l′′0k = 1 and, in addition, l0j = 1 for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ L.
It is easy to see that both L0 ∪L and L′k ∪L0 ∪L are algebraically connected and therefore
L0 ∪ L,L′k ∪ L0 ∪ L ∈ L∗.
According to eq.(3.6),
I(L0 ∪ L,L′; a0, a; β; ǫ) (3.36)
=
∑
µ=±1
µeiπµβk(a0+
∑L
j=1 l
′′
jkaj)I(L′k ∪ L0 ∪ L,L′(k);µǫβk, a0, a; β(k); ǫ).
On the other hand, a combination of eqs.(3.5) and (3.6) implies that
I(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) =
∑
µ=±1
µeiπµα0
∑L
j=1 l0jajI(L0 ∪ L,L′;µǫα0, a; β; ǫ)
∣∣∣∣∣
α0=1
. (3.37)
Equation (3.36) indicates that I(L0 ∪ L,L′; a0, a; β; ǫ) is an odd function of βk. Then it
follows from eq.(3.37), that I(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) is also an odd function of βk. ✷
Proof of Claim 4 of Uniqueness Theorem. For a number l, 1 ≤ l ≤ L and an element
c ∈ CL,L′;l choose another number l′ 6= l, 1 ≤ l ≤ L and an element c′ ∈ CL,L′;l′. Uniqueness
means that for any n ≥ 0 eq. (3.17) holds. If G(c)(L; a) is unique (that is, if it does not
depend on l and c), then we can cancel it from both sides of that equation, so that
F (c)n (L,L′; a; β) a2n+1l′ = F (c
′)
n (L,L′; a; β) a2n+1l . (3.38)
Divisibility follows from this equation. ✷
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3.3 Proof of Corollary 3.2
Proof of Claims 1 and 2 of Corollary 3.2. Let L ∈ L∗ be an L-component oriented link
and let L′ be an oriented L′-component link. Consider a group GL,L′ which is generated
by L elements gj, 1 ≤ j ≤ L each of which acts on L by changing the orientation of the
corresponding link component Lj and on a by changing the sign of aj, and by L′ elements
g′j, 1 ≤ j ≤ L′ each of which acts on L′ by changing the orientation of the corresponding link
component L′j. For g ∈ GL let |g| denote the number of components of L whose orientation
it changes.
Consider a new invariant
IS(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) = 2−(L+L′)
∑
g∈GL,L′
(−1)|g| I(g(L,L′); g(a), β; ǫ). (3.39)
It is not hard to see that IS(L ∪ L′; a; β; ǫ) satisfies the conditions of Uniqueness Theorem
(note that condition (3.6) at L = 1 follows from Claim 2 of Uniqueness Theorem applied to
I(L,L′; a; β; ǫ)). Since we assume that I(∅,L′; β; ǫ) does not depend on the orientation of
L′, then
IS(∅;L′; β; ǫ) = I(∅,L′; β; ǫ). (3.40)
Therefore Uniqueness Theorem says that
IS(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) = I(L,L′; a; β; ǫ). (3.41)
Since the r.h.s. of eq.(3.39) satisfies Claims 1 and 2 of Corollary 3.2, then so does the r.h.s.
of eq.(3.41). ✷
Proof of Claim 3 of Corollary 3.2. The proof is similar to the previous one. For an oriented
link L let L¯ denote the same link with reversed orientation of all its compomenents. This
time we define the new invariant IS(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) as
IS(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) = 1
2
(
I(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) + I(L¯,L′; a; β; ǫ)
)
. (3.42)
It follows easily from Claim 1 of Corollary 3.2 that IS(L,L′; a; β; ǫ) satisfies conditions of
Uniqueness Theorem and eq.(3.40). Therefore, according to Uniqueness Theorem, eq.(3.41)
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holds, and since the r.h.s. of eq. (3.42) satisfies Claim 3 of Corollary 3.2, then so does the
r.h.s. of eq.(3.41). ✷
Appendix
A Non-abelian connections in link complements
In this appendix we will prove Theorem 1.13. First, we have to establish two simple lemmas.
Lemma A.1 Let L be an algebraically connected L-component link with admissible indexing
of its components. Then there exist positive numbers c = (c1, . . . , cL) and positive integers
n = (n1, . . . , nL−1) such that ∇A(L; e2πia) 6= 0 for any a ∈ Ac,n.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction in L. If L = 1, then the claim of the lemma
follows from eqs.(1.18) and (1.20). Now suppose that L ≥ 2 and that the lemma holds for
(L− 1)-component links. Let us expand ∇A(L; t) in powers of tL − 1. The first term is this
expansion is described by the Torres formula (1.24), so
∇A(L; t) =
(
L−1∏
j=1
t
ljL/2
j −
L−1∏
j=1
t
−ljL/2
j
)
∇A(L(L); t(L)) + (tL − 1)F (L; t), (A.1)
F (L; t) ∈ Z[t1/2, t−1/2].
Now we substitute t = e2πia in eq. (A.1). It is easy to see that there exists an area of the
form (1.106) in which∣∣∣∣∣
(
L−1∏
j=1
eiπljLaj −
L−1∏
j=1
e−iπljLaj
)
∇A(L(L); e2πia(L))
∣∣∣∣∣ > ∣∣(e2πiaL − 1)F (L; e2πia)∣∣ . (A.2)
Since LL is algebraically connected to L(L), then there exists another area of the form (1.106)
in which
L−1∏
j=1
eiπljLaj −
L−1∏
j=1
e−iπljLaj 6= 0. (A.3)
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Finally, according to the assumption of induction, there exists an area of the form (1.106)
in which
∇A(L(L); e2πia(L)) 6= 0. (A.4)
According to eq.(A.1), the intersection of these three areas is the area of the form (1.106) in
which ∇A(L; e2πia) 6= 0. ✷
The second lemma says that the Alexander-Conway function measures an obstruction
to an irreducible deformation of a U(1)-reducible connection. The proof is based on the
observation that the Alexander matrix gives a system of linear equations governing this
deformation in the linear approximation.
Let G be a simple Lie group, g be its Lie algebra. Let H be a maximal torus of G and
let let h be the corresponding Cartan subalgebra. We denote by ∆+ ⊂ h∗ a set of positive
roots of g.
Let L be an L-component link in S3. We denote by π1 the group of L which is the
fundamental group of its complement: π1 = π1(S
3 \ L). A flat connection A of the trivial
G-bundle over S3 \ L is determined by the corresponding homomorphism
fA : π1 → G (A.5)
up to an overall conjugation. The homomorphism (A.5) is, of course, generated by the
holonomies of the flat connection along the elements of π1. We call a flat connection H-
reducible, if there exists a maximal torus H ⊂ G such that the homomorphism (B.1) maps
π1 into H :
fA : π1 → H ⊂ G (A.6)
Since H is abelian, then such a homomorphism is determined by the images of the meridians
of the link components
fA : mer(Lj) 7→ exp(xj), x ∈ h (A.7)
up to the action of the Weyl group.
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Lemma A.2 Consider a flat H-reducible connection in the G-bundle over the link comple-
ment S3 \L, determined by eqs.(A.6) and (A.7). Suppose that for any positive root λ ∈ ∆+:
(1) if L = 1, then
∆A(L; e(λ,x)) 6= 0; (A.8)
(2) if L ≥ 2, then
∇A(L; e(λ,x)) 6= 0, (A.9)
and for at least one value of j
(λ, xj) 6= 0. (A.10)
Here (·, ·) denotes a natural pairing between the elements of h and its dual h∗. Then any
infinitesimal deformation of this connection should also be H-reducible.
Proof. First of all, we recall the Wirtinger presentation of π1 (see, e.g. Chapter 3 of [2]). The
link L is projected onto a plane, so that each of its components is split by overcrossings into
arcs. We denote the number of arcs for Lj as Nj. Then π1 is generated by N =
∑L
j=1Nj
generators si which are meridians of the arcs. We introduce a function l(i) such that si is
the meridian of an arc which is a part of Ll(i). We can always choose a projection of L in
such a way that N equals the number of crossings in that projection. Then the meridians
si, as elements of π1, are related by N equations
ri = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, (A.11)
where the relators ri come from the crossings in the projection of L and have a form
ri = sis
−1
k smsk or ri = sisks
−1
m s
−1
k , l(i) = l(m), (A.12)
depending on the type of the i-th crossing.
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A homomorphism fA describing a flat H-reducible connection maps the elements si as
fA(si) = exp(xl(i)). (A.13)
Consider an infinitesimal deformation of this map
fA(si) = exp(ǫi) exp(xl(i)), (A.14)
where ǫi are infinitesimal elements of g. The images of the elements si should satisfy the
relations (A.12). It is easy to see that to the first order in ǫ this means that for any relator
ri,
fA
(
∂ri
∂si
)
(ǫi) + fA
(
∂ri
∂sk
)
(ǫk) + fA
(
∂ri
∂sm
)
(ǫm) = 0. (A.15)
Here (∂r/∂s) denote Fox derivatives (see e.g. [2], Chapter 9,B) and for a group element
g ∈ G and Lie algebra element ǫ ∈ g, g(ǫ) denotes the adjoint action of g on ǫ.
Let us decompose ǫi into sums of Cartan algebra elements and root space elements.
Since the flat connection A is H-reducible, then equations (A.15) do not mix differents
spaces. Therefore, since we investigate the existence of irreducible deformations, then we
may assume that all ǫi belong to the same root space Vλ ⊂ g corresponding to a root λ:
ǫi = biǫ, bi ∈ IR, ǫ ∈ Vλ. (A.16)
Let fA,λ : π1 → C be a homomorphism such that
fA,λ(si) = e
(λ,xl(i)), 1 ≤ i ≤ N (A.17)
(fA,λ is well-defined, because fA,λ(ri) = 1). Then the system of equations (A.15) for ele-
ments (A.16) can be rewritten as
fA,λ
(
∂ri
∂si
)
bi + fA,λ
(
∂ri
∂sk
)
bk + fA,λ
(
∂ri
∂sm
)
bm = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N. (A.18)
If L = 1, then according to Lemma 9.12 of [2], the matrix of equations (A.18) is degenerate
and has a solution of the form
bi = b, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, b ∈ IR. (A.19)
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This is the only solution, because, according to Theorem 9.10 of [2], the determinant of any
(N − 1)× (N − 1) minor of the matrix of (A.18) is proportional to ∆A(L; e(λ,x)), so it is not
equal to zero in view of condition (1.27).
If L ≥ 2, then according to the proof of Proposition 9.16 of [2], the matrix of equa-
tions (A.18) is degenerate and has a solution of the form
bi = (e
(λ,xl(i)) − 1) b, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, b ∈ IR. (A.20)
This is the only solution, because the determinant of an (N − 1) × (N − 1) minor of the
matrix of (A.18) obtained by removing the i-th column and the j-th row, is proportional to
(e(λ,xl(i))− 1)∇A(L; e(λ,x)), the coefficients being the powers of e(λ,x), so at least some minors
are not equal to zero in view of conditions (A.9) and (A.10).
The deformation (A.14) with ǫi given by either eq. (A.19) or by eqs. (A.16) and (A.20)
is in fact H-reducible, because it is easy to see that fA(si) commute with each other in the
first order in ǫ and therefore can be conjugated back into H at this order. ✷
Let us introduce the following notation: if for two Lie group elements g1, g2 ∈ G there
exists h ∈ G such that g2 = hg1h−1, then we denote this as g1 ∼ g2.
Now we can prove the following
Theorem A.3 Let L be an L-component algebraically connected link with admissible in-
dexing of its components. Then for a simple Lie group G there exist positive numbers
c = (c1, . . . , cL) and positive integers n = (n1, . . . , nL−1) such that if x = (x1, . . . , xL) is
a list of L elements of h such that for any positive root λ ∈ ∆+ we have |(λ, x)| ∈ Ac,n, then
any flat connection A in the link complement S3 \ L which satisfies the conditions
fA(mer(Lj)) ∼ exp(xj) (A.21)
is H-reducible.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction in the number of components of L.
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Let L = 1. The moduli space of flat G-connections is an algebraic variety (which comes,
e.g. from solving the Wirtinger equations (A.11) for the images of si under the homomor-
phism fA. Therefore if the claim of the theorem does not hold, then this means that the
trivial connection can be infinitesimally deformed into a non-H-reducible connection. How-
ever, this contradicts Lemma A.2 coupled with eq.(1.18).
Suppose that the theorem holds for (L − 1)-component link and does not hold for an
L-component link L. Since the moduli space of flat G-connections in S3 \ L is an algebraic
variety, then this means that for any L− 1 positive numbers c(L) and for any L− 2 positive
integers n(L) there exist L Cartan subalgebra elements x such that xL = 0 and for any
positive root λ we have |(λ, x(l))| ∈ Ac(L),n(L) and there exists a flat connection A in S3 \ L
which satisfies (A.21) and is either not H-reducible, or it is H-reducible, but it can be
infinitesimally deformed into a connection which is not H-reducible. Since the theorem
holds for L(L), then there exist c(L) and n(L) for which only the first possibility is impossible.
According to Lemma A.1, there also exist such c(L) and n(L) for which (A.9) holds, and
so according to Lemma A.2, the second possibility is also impossible. The intersection of
these two areas Ac(L),n(L) contains another area of the same form in which the assumption of
induction leads to contradiction. ✷
Proof of Theorem 1.13. This theorem is a particular case of Theorem A.3 for G = SU(2).
✷
B The first polynomials
The calculation of the polynomials T
(±)
j,k of eqs. (2.94), (2.95) is a relatively straightforward
excercise. For example, one could first present the interesting part of (2.19) as an exponential∏n
l=1(q
−m2−l − q−γ2)(qm1−n+l − 1)∏n
l=1(q
l − 1) q
−m2(γ1−1)+m1m2+
1
2
n(n+1) = (B.1)
=
(
m1
n
)
(1− q−γ2)n q−m2γ1 exp
[(
m2 +m1m2 +
1
2
n(n+ 1)
)
log(1 + h)
+
n∑
l=1
log
(
(1 + h)−m2−l − q−γ2
1− q−γ2
)
+ log
(
(1 + h)m1−n+l − 1
m1 − n+ l
)
+ log
(
(1 + h)l − 1
l
)]
.
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The exponent should be expanded in powers of h. Since the coefficients in this expansion
have a polynomial dependence on l, the sums over l produce Bernoulli polynomials of n.
After calculating the exponential of the resulting power series in h, we arrive at eq.(2.94).
Here is the list of the first polynomials T
(+)
j,k (m1, m2, n) which were obtained in this way:
T
(+)
0,0 = 1, (B.2)
T
(+)
0,1 =
1
2
(m1n+ n + 2m1m2 + 2m2), (B.3)
T
(+)
1,0 = −
1
2
(n+ 2m2 + 1), (B.4)
T
(+)
0,2 =
1
24
(
(3m21 + 5m1 + 2)n
2 + (12m21m2 +m
2
1 + 24m1m2 − 5m1 + 12m2 − 6)n (B.5)
+12(m21m
2
2 + 2m1m
2
2 +m
2
2 −m1m2 −m2)
)
,
T
(+)
1,2 = −
1
12
(
(3m1 + 1)n
2 + 3(4m1m2 +m1 + 2m2 − 1)n
)
. (B.6)
+2(6m1m
2
2 + 3m1m2 + 3m
2
2 − 3m2 − 2)
)
,
T
(+)
2,2 =
1
24
(
3n2 + (12m2 + 5)n+ 2(6m
2
2 + 6m2 + 1)
)
. (B.7)
The corresponding polynomials T
(−)
j,k can be either derived in a similar way from eq. (2.95)
or from the list of T
(+)
j,k through the relation (2.96).
C The Symmetry Principle
We are going to show that the Symmetry Principle of R. Kirby and P. Melvin [5] follows
rather easily from the Main Theorem.
Theorem C.1 (R. Kirby, P. Melvin) Let L be an L-component link in S3. For a positive
integer K and for an integer j, 1 ≤ j ≤ L consider two sets of positive integer numbers α,
α′ such that 1 ≤ α ≤ K − 1 and
α′j = αk if k 6= j, α′j = K − αj (C.1)
Then
Jα′(L; q) = (−1)
∑
1≤k≤L
k 6=j
ljk(αk−1)
Jα(L; q). (C.2)
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Proof. First, we will prove this theorem for algebraically connected links with L ≥ 2. Let
L be such a link. It is easy to see that we can assume without loss of generality that its
indexing is admissible and j 6= 1.
According to eqs.(1.59) and (1.64) written for the case of the empty link L′
J
(r)
α′ (L; q) =
1
h
qlk(L;α
′) qφlk(L)
1
∇A(L; qa′)
∞∑
n=0
P ′n(L; qa′)
∇2nA (L; qa′)
hn
=
1
h
qlk(L;α
′) qφlk(L) ΦA(L; qa′)
∞∑
n=0
Fn(q
α′) hn, (C.3)
where
Fn(t) =
1
ΦA(L; t)∇A(L; t)
P ′n(L; t)
∇2nA (L; t)
. (C.4)
Since, according to relations (1.26), (1.25) and (1.62), Fn(t) are rational functions of t and
since qα
′
j = q−αj , then obviously
Fn(q
a′) = Fn(q
a′′), (C.5)
where
α′′j = αk if k 6= j, α′′j = −αj . (C.6)
At the same time, eqs.(1.17) and (1.25) indicate that
qlk(L;α
′) ΦA(L; qa′) = −(−1)
∑
1≤k≤L
k 6=j
ljk(αk−1)
qlk(L;a
′′) ΦA(L; qa′′). (C.7)
A combination of eqs.(C.3), (C.5) and (C.7) indicates that
J
(r)
α′ (L; q) = −(−1)
∑
1≤k≤L
k 6=j
ljk(αk−1)
J
(r)
a′′ (L; q). (C.8)
Let us write eq.(1.68) for the case of an empty link L′ and for the colors α′
 ∑
µj=±1
2≤j≤L
µ1=1
{
µ
}
J
(r)
α′ (L; q)


(α′)
= Jα′(L; q). (C.9)
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Assume that in this formula α′ are fixed positive numbers as described by eq.(C.1) (so that
expansion in the l.h.s. goes in fact over the powers of h as described by eqs.(1.66), (1.67)).
Then we can substitute the expression (C.8) for Jα′(L; q) in the l.h.s. of eq. (C.9). If we
also substitute there −µj instead of µj so that µa′′ becomes µa and compare the result with
eq.(C.9) written for the colors α, then we arrive at the relation (C.2).
Thus we proved eq.(C.2) for algebraically connected links with L ≥ 2. For an arbitrary
non-empty link L one can always find a knot L0 such that the link L0 ∪ L is algebraically
connected and has at least two components. Then eq. (C.2) holds for L0. If we set there
α0 = 1, then we see that it also holds for L, because
J1,α(L0 ∪ L; q) = Jα(L; q). (C.10)
This completes the proof of the Symmetry Principle. ✷
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